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One Section
Today

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
Member of Associated Press

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Public and private debt at the
end of 1972, amounted to $21,4
trillion dollars, an increase of
$209 billion or more than 9 per
cent over that of the year
previous.
Corporations are responsible
for more than half of the $177
:in gain in private debt.
isiths&:,
Of then'. trillion debt, 53 per
cent is owned by business, 25
per cent by federal, state and
local governments ancl.2 per
cent by individuals.
Just imagine the interest that
is due each year and you can see
that the lending business is
lucrative.
Utility lines at 12th. and
Sycamore and 12th. and
Chestnut streets have been
moved so presumably the way
is now clear for contractors to
move in and widen the radii at
these two busy intersections.
Edwin Cain is putting up a
new building at the corner of
Glendale and South 12th.
Best wishes to Lee Bolen who
was banged up in a recent
automobile accident.
Wife has been in the hospital
for over a week and we are
getting tired of those Vienna
crackers.
and
Sausage
Somebody says why not cook a
steak or something, or go out
and eat. Well, for some reason
when you are there at the house
all, by yourself, you just don't
get hungry. Maybe a can of soup
or balogrui sandwich, but that's
about all.
She had this cough which she
simply could not get rid of, so
she went to the hospital for
some intensive treatment which
apparently is working. By the
way the people there at the
hospital are certainly nice.
Our only adverse comment is
the noise caused by visitors. It
is not unusual to hear loud
talking, yakking, loud laughter,
etc. People should realize that
the only reason other people are
in the hospital is because they
are ill, and act accordingly. It
might help to put up some signs
in the corridors like they do at
the Baptist Hospital, in
Memphis. There they have a
picture of a pretty nurse with
that the lending business is
quiet. We suppose in a smaller
hospital, everyone is afraid they
will make someone mad if they
ask them to keep quiet.

Murray State
Awarded Grant

Twelve Pages
In Our 94th Year

The accords we-e reached on
a lower level in the weeks beNixon and Brezhnev conve
Monday for their second
set of- summit talks in 13
months.

Even as arrangements were
made for the State Department
signing ceremony, the Senate
Watergate Committee moved to
eliminate the spectre of the
event being overshadowed by
the testimony of fired White
House Counsel John W. Dean
III .
The committee, at the urging
of Senate leaders, voted 6-1 to
postpone further hearings on
the bugging scandal until next
week—after Nixon and Brezhnev conclude their talks.
At a glittering White House
dinner Monday night, the two
leaders lifted their glasses to
toast the accomplishments of
their Moscow summit last May
and their hopes of success in
their new talks
Both leaders seemed relaxed

Beginning imming Lessons
Planned Bylocal Red Cross
swimming
Beginning
sessions, conducted annually by
the Calloway County Red Cross
Chapter, are now underway,
according to Jean Blankenship.
executive director.
A different approach is being
used this year in order to accomodate more students, she
explained. Through cooperation
with Murray State. morning
classes are being held with Mrs.
Jan Moody, water safety instructor, in charge.
The first class of 18 students
has progressed rapidly, Mrs.
Moody said, but she feels that
an assembly line method would
enable more children to participate. Such a method would
require several volunteers,
mothers of students, or other
interested persons, who would
teach one skill as the children
proceeded from one station to
another.
These swimmer aides do not
necessarily have to be expert
swimmers since they would
perfect and teach only one skill.
Mrs. Moody said that this
method of teaching has been
used in other areas, and she

Bookmobile To Be At
Hazel School Wednesday
The bookmobile from the
Murray-Calloway County
Library will be at the Hazel
Elementary School from ten to
twelve a.m. on Wednesday.
Story Hour will be held for
ages four through
children
eight from 10:30 to 11:30.

'Dynamic Duo' Provides
Camping Entertainment

The Dynamic Duo, a folk-rock
combination, provided entertainment for the campers at
Hillman Ferry Campground in
Land Between the Lakes
Murray State University his Saturday night. The spokesman
been awarded a $506,561 Hill- for the two musicians was
Burton grant for a proposed David Clayton.
They were "playing as a
speech
and
hearing
rehabilitation center that will service to Land Between the
provide a wide range of Lakes in an effort to enhace the
diagnostic and rehabilitive summer program for the enservices to persons suffering joyment of the campers in the
family campgrounds." Evening
speech and hearing defects.
programs will be presented four
The money is to be funneled
through the Kentucky Depart- nights a week in Hillman Ferry,
ment of
Finance and Ad- Rushing Creek, and Piney
ministration at Frankfort, Campgrounds.
according to Senator Marlow
Cook and Congressman Frank
A. Stubblefield, who announced
the grant.

believes many more children
could be taken. There are
already over 100 children on the
waiting list.
Mrs. Moody said that if there
are enough mothers or other
young adults to help, that the
swimmer aide class can be
conducted June 25-29. Interested persons should call the
Red Cross office at 753-1421 by
June 22, to enroll, or call 7530172 for information.
Mrs. Blankenship also asked
for the services of any certified
water safety
instructors
available for summer swim
projects

Local Flotilla
Named to Honor
The Murray-KenLske Flotilla
77-5 has been awarded the
Director's Trophy for 1972 for
the Southern Region, district
Two, of the U.S. Coast Guard
Auxiliary
'This is the highest award for
which a flotilla can qualify at
the district level. There are 36
flotillas in this district with
locations in Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana and Alabama,
from Chattanooga to Memphis
and Huntsville to Evansville.
To qualify for the award
several things must have been
achieved by the flotilla, including the promotion of safe
boating by courtesy motroboat
examinations, public education
classes, regatta patrols, safety
in
patrols, participation
National Safe Boating Week,
membership growth, and the
complete
and
accurate
reporting of all activities.
Public relations in the community and with all news media
are also an integral part of the
auxiliary's service to the public,
a spokesman said.
In addition to the top award,
the local flotilla also received
the district award for the best
training aid. Flotilla 77-5's knot
board took top honors also. It is
used in the safeboating classes.
Flotilla commander Robert
E. Johnson commended the
entire flotilla at their June
meeting. He said that it was a
combined effort by the entire
group which brought these
trophies to Murray.

The Weather
Mostly cloudy and warm with
a chance for thundershowers
tonight and Wednesday Low
tonight in the lower 70s, high
Wednesday &3-88
Fair west, thundershowers
ending east Thursday, mostly
fair Friday and Saturday. Early morning lows in the 6(s to
around 70 Thursday, and in the
upper 505 and low 60s Friday
and Saturday. Afternoon highs
in the 70s to around 80 Thursday, and in the 80s Friday and
Saturday.

Workers Now Report That Two
Men Trapped In Sub Are Dead

Nixon and Brezhnev Witness
Signing Of Four Agreements
WASHINGTON AP — President Nixon and Soviet leader
Leonid I. Brezhnev witnessed
today the signing of four bilateral cooperative agreements,
then steered their summit talks
onto the thorny issue of trade.
Before they began their second day of face-to-face talks.
the two leaders traveled separately to the State Department
to watch as Secretary of State
William P. Rogers and Foreign
Minister Andrei Gromyko
signed the accords on transportation, oceanographics, agriculture and cultural exchanges.

TROPHIES—Commander Robert E. Johnson, left, and Neale
W Mason, immediate past commander, proudly display the two
trophies awarded Flotilla 27-5.
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and buoyant at the dinner
which lasted past midnight.
Brezhnev told reporters at the
party that "I am certain that
KEY WEST, Fla. IAP —
I'm going to leave here the Rescuers decompressing two
United States) in a very good men in a chamber of a midget
mood."
submarine that was trapped-UnHe described the first round derwater for 31 hours said toof talks as -very friendly. I day the men were dead.
was very happy."
Rear ;dm John Maurer,
Presidential adviser Henry commander of the Key West
Kissinger commented on the Navy base, said -We have refirst day's talks by saying, "I ceived word from the Sea Diver
think we're doing well. It was a the minisub's mother ship)
good atmosphere. I think the that the two men in the rear
talks are going in a very con- compartment are in fact dead."
structive way."
The two men.Clayton Link,
One indication of the rapport 31. son of the submarine's in-'
apparently established between ventor. Edwin lank, and Albert
the two leaders came at thee Stover, 51, a veteran diver and
conclusion of the dinner party. submarine pilot, had been unThey agreed to delay for one conscious since 2:30 a.m. EDT
hour the start ot Tuesday's
meetings to get some rest. Nixon pointed out that it was 7
a.m. in Moscow when the party
broke up.
In addition. Press Secretary
Ronald L. Ziegler said an agriculture accord would be signed
in addition to three previously
planned agreements
Today's talks focus on the Soviet desire for what a Kremlin
spokesman called "the largeTo what extent has Calloway
scale and long-range economic County been sharing in funds
relations."
distributed by Washington
Congress looms as a potential under the Federal grants-in-aid
stumbling''block to increased programs"
U.S.-Soviet trade. The Soviets'
What portion of the allotinterest in overcoming legisla- ments made in the past year to
tive opposition was evident in communities
across the
Brezhnev's invitation to mem- country, a total of $35 billion,
bers of the Senate Foreign Re-.-,
- ..went to the local area?
lations Committee to have
Ori-* basis of a state-bYlunch with him at the Blair
state brdown made by the
House today.
Tax Foundation, a non-profit
After the luncheon at the govresearch organization here that
ernment-owned
residence
keeps watch over government
where he is staying, Brezhnev
spending and taxation, the
was to head across the street to,
allotment to Calloway County
the White House for the .afterwas relatively large
noon session with Nixon and
other members of the two delegations.
A major U.S.-Soviet trade
agreement was reached last
October, but its implementation
The Frank Harris Open Air
hinges on congressional approvSinging Drive In will be
Gospel
grant
to
al of Nixon's move
Saturday night six
each
held
most favored nation MFIN
miles east of Hardin on Highstatus to the Soviet Union.
way 80
Like U.S. spokesman Ziegler.
The featured singers June 23
Brezhnev spokesman Leonid will be the Inspirations and
Zamyatin referred after the ini- other local singers will also be
tial Nixon-Brezhnev session to featured. There is no admission
hopes that the summit will lead charge, and everyone is
welcome, a spokesman said.
(See Nixon, Page 12)

Monday and' breathing sounds the wreck of a destroyer that
had not been heard from the trapped it in 351 feet of water.
chamber since 8 a.m that day. The sub became ensnared 15
A Navy spokesman said the miles southeast of Key West
21-foot Johnson-Sea Link minis- Sunday and was trapped for 48
ub was being brought to Key hours.
Two men in the forward
West try the Sea Diver and that
the hatch on the sub's rear chamber of the sub were procompartment had not yet been nounced "100 per cent fit"
opened. The spokesman said he shortly after the craft was
did not know how it was deter- freed. They were Robert Meek,
mined that the men were dead. 27, and Archibald "Jock'' Men"I assume the doctors had zies, 30.
declared them dead," the
Link and Stover did not respokesman added.
spond to radio calls after 2:30
Maurer received word that a.m. Monday and breathing
the men were dead about 10.25 sounds in the chamber were
a.m EDT, some 15 hours after last heard about six hours latthe submarine was freed from er, when it was feared carbon
dioxide had reached toxic levels.
Clayton Link is the son of
millionaire inventor Edwin A.
link, 69, who is aboard Sea Diver. Menzies, of Vero Beach,
Fla., served as the minisub's
pilot commander. Stover is a
submarine pilot and veteran diver from Juno Beach, Fla , and
Meek is a marine biologist
Santa Barbara, Calif.
from
An estimated $5,273,000 was
awarded in the fiscal year for
Earlier, a Navy officer
local purposes under a number aboard the Tringa had reported
of aid programs.
that all four men aboard the
Throughout the State of Sea Link were definitely alive.
Kentucky, the grants totaled
The Sea Link was snared
$595,000,000, according to an Sunday morning in cables on a
analysis by the Tax Foundation scuttled World War II destroyof figures released by the er, the Fred T. Berry, at a
Treasury Department.
depth of 351 feet.
The purpose of the pants is
The minisub was under conto assist the states and their tract to the Smithsonian Incommunities with such needs as stitution to study marine life
child welfare, public housing, around the Berry, scuttled to
educational activities, health create an artifice! reef.
facilities, urban renewal, job
After five unsuccessful attraining and the like.
tempts to free the Sea Link,
Also considered in the study rescuers on the Tringa ripped
was the cost of these benefits
The finds are that the overall
cost is much greater, in many Mrs. Janice Griggs
than the aid
localities,
received. In other areas, it is Joins Local Staff
considerably less. In no state do
Mrs. Janice Griggs, field
they come out evenly.
It is pointed out that there is placement student from the
no attempt, in awarding them, Social Work department, has
to achieve a balance and return joined the staff of the MurraySenior
County
dollar for dollar but rather to Calloway
allot them in accordance with Citizens under the direction of
Mrs. Verona Grogan.
each area's needs.
Thomas Curry of the Murray
Calloway County's cost in the
past fiscal year, via Federal State University Social Work
income and excise taxes department, will 14:- Mrs.
Griggs' supervisor.
See Local Aid, Page 12)

away the cables which trapped
the Sea Link. A giant grappling
hook was guided into position
by an underwater television
camera controlled from the
commercial research ship A.B.
Wood.
Once freed, the Sea Link popped to the surface on its own
buoyancy tanks.
Earlier attempts at rescue by
divers and other minisubs had
been foiled by strong underwate? currents.
While Link's father and wife
waited aboard the Sea Diver,
the wives of Meek and Menzies
arrived from California and
flew by helicopter to the Tringa
for a reunion with their husbands.
Mrs. Stover was secluded in
a Key West motel.
None of the wives would talk
to newsmen.
Observers aboard the Sea Diver said the senior Link, who
built the minisub in his backyard, paced the deck and relayed instructions to other rescuers during the efforts to raise
the Sea Link.
"He's a tough old man," an
observer said.

Local Area Receives
$5.3 Million In Aid
For Past Fiscal Year

Gospel Singing
Is Scheduled

Almo Youngster
Is Injured In
Auto Accident

Watergate Source Says 'No Doubt'
John Dean Will Implicate Nixon
WASHINGTON ( AP) — A
source close to the Senate's
Watergate inquiry says "there
is absolutely no doubt" ousted
White House Counsel John W.
Dean III will testify next week
that President Nixon knew the
scandal was being covered up.
"He is going to name the
President," the source said,
basing his statement on what
Dean already has told the Watergate committee in closeddoor sessions.
Meanwhile today the Watergate special prosecutors obtained a court order sealing and
dating evidence accumulated
against Dean.

Charges Placed
In Shooting Of
Local Resident
One person has been charged
with malicious shooting with
intent to kill following a June 9
incident, according to county
attorney Sid Easley.
Carl Artebury, of 1106 Olive,
has been charged on a warrant,
and will appear before the
September Grand Jury, Easley
said, in connection with the
shooting of John Mayer, 203 S.
15th.
Details of the incident were
not released, but Easley said
that charges had been placed
only against Artebury.

Prosecutor James Neal said
the order is needed so that if
Dean is indicted it can be
Proved that the evidence didn't
come from Dean's Senate testimony, which will be given under a grant of immunity requested by the committee.
Under the immunity order
Dean, can't be prosecuted for
what he tells the Senate committee, or on any charges that
stem from leads that spring

from that testimony. By sealing
and dating the evidence they
already have, prosecutors will
be able to prove Dean's upcoming testimony wasn't used
to incriminate him.
Dean won't get a chance to
air his testimony until next
week, however. The Senate
committee voted Monday to
postpone its televised hearings
until after the visit of Soviet
leader Leonid I. Brezhnev.

The delay was requested by
the Senate leadership, which
said the White House didn't
contact them about the postponement. However, at least
one member of the committee
and several staff members are
known to be concerned that the
White House will use the added
time to attack Dean's believability.
The postponement came as
'columnist Jack Anderson reported that Dean admitted using $4,000 in Nixon campaign
funds to finance his honeymoon
last year Anderson indicated
his information came from
"one of the President's men."
He said Dean left an I.O.U.
At the same time, special
Salter, David Taylor, Karen Watergate prosecutor Archibald
Turner, Eddie Wagner, Boyd Cox said, in response to a
Walker, Donnie Winchester, newsman's question, that he is
Sonia Wooten,
studying whether a president
Seventh Grade—Kim Alley, may legally be subpoenaed or
Lori Brandon, Tressa Brewer, indicted. But he said he rouJohnny tinely
Bridwell,
Lane
studies all legal questions
Carruthers, Keith Cartwright, in matters of interest to him,
Dean Cherry, Greg Dowdy, and "it would be wrong to draw
Terry Etherton, Jane Farley, any inference."
Karen Foggo, Kelly Ford,
After Cox met with newsmen,
Elizabeth Herndon, Jerome
Higginbotham, Delaine Hon- he conferred privately for 15
chul, Kim Hooper, Jimmy Irby, minutes with U.S. District
James Jennings, David Mathis,
(See Watergate, Page 12)
Kathy Miller,'
Jimmy Ranson'', Angela
CORRECTION
Rickman, Sandra Ritbertson,
The advertisement which was
Cindy Soberer, Deanna Siegler,
printed in Monday's Ledger &
Julie Spann, Stan Tharpe,
for Big B Cleaners was
Times
Vance,
Karen Thompson, Cindy
The correct adincorrect.
Lisa
Williams.
Michael
vertisement appears on page
Woodruff
four of today's paper.
(See Honor Roll. Page 12)

Murray Middle School
Honor Roll Is Given
The Murray Middle School
Academic Honor Roll "for
Grades 7 and 8 for the sixth six
weeks grading period has been
released.
Lower Honor Roll
This includes students with
academic standing of 2.0 to 2.49.
Eighth Grade—Doug
Allison, Brent -Austin, Celina
Beasley, Regina Bumphis,
James Burnley, Kim Catlett,
Steve Cooper, Georgia Elkins,
Brett Harcourt, Jon Harrison,
Laura
Hopkins, Donna
Hughes, Melinda Johnson,
Mary Ann Jones, Dianne
Martin, Randy Orr, Julie
Outland, March Peebles,
Tammie Pierce, Mel Purcell,
Purdorn. Cheryl
Gwen
Requarth, Danny Richerson,
Janice Rose, Kelly Seale, Kim

A three year old Almo boy
was treated and released from
the Murray-Calloway Hospital
yesterday after receiving injuries in a traffic accident.
Monty Thompson received a
contusion to the forehead as a
result of a collision between the
car in which he was a passenger
and a truck.
Murray City Police were
called to Poplar and South
Ninth Street at 3:44 p.m.
According to the police
report, a 1972 two door driver
by Linda Anne Thompson of
Almo was traveling west on
Poplar.
Policemen said that 1967 half
ton pickup driven by James
May Parrish of Murray Route
Two was traveling north on
South Ninth and pulled from a
sign and hit the Thompson
auto in the left front fender and
door.
The Thompson auto received
damage to the right fender
while the Parrish truck
received front end damage, the
report said.

Purse Containing Cash
And Checkbook Is Stolen
Beverly Smith of 1619
Hamilton reported to the
Murray City Police that a purse
containing a checkbook and $140
in cash was taken from her
parked car yesterday.
The Smith car was parked on
Broach Avenue when the theft
occurred, the report said.
Policemen were called to the
scene at 12:30 p.m.
STAG NIGHT
The regular monthly men's
stag night will be herd at the
Murray Country Club Thursday, June 21, beginning at 6
p.m. Jere Stripling is chairman
of the event and is being
assisted by Bill Furgerson,
Lawrence Philpot and M.C.
Garrott. All men of the club are
urged to participate. No
reservations are necessary.
FREE PUPPIES
Eight puppies, part German
shepherd and part collie, six
weeks old will be given free to
persons for pets. The mother is
registered German Shepherd.
Phone 753-0298 after 5:00 p.m.
FREE DOG
A small combination poodle
and terrier is looking for a new
home. He may be seen at 903
Meadow Lane or by calling 7536775 for an appointment.
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Murrayans report general displeasure at the
newly proposed route for 1-24 which would completely miss the Murray and Calloway County area
to swing north and east to cross both the Cumberland and Tennessee rivers.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Marion Crick of Kirksey
was destroyed by fire on June 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Shirley announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Patricia Ann, to Jimmy Fain, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James Fain.
Coleman McKeel, dealer for the J.I. Case Company, Murray, is attending a meeting at the Case
Company at Racine, Wisconsin.

Ted Vaughn, Holmes Ellis, Jr., Bill Cornett,
Frank Miller, Gene Paul Sammons, and Joe Ed
Farris are attending Boys State at Millersburg
Military Institute.
Rev. Walter Mischke, Paris District Superintendent, will speak at the First Methodist Church on
Sunday, according to the pastor, Rev. Paul T. Lyles.
New officers of the Christian Women's Fellowship
of the First Christian Church are Mrs. Ralph Woods,
Mrs. Maurice Crass, Mrs. Muke Overbey, Mrs. R.H.
Robbins, Mrs. Davy Hopkins, and Mrs. R.L. Wade.
Mrs. J.N. Wilford reviewed the book, "The Gown
of Glory," at the meeting of the local J.N. Williams
Chapter of the United Daughters orthe Confederacy
held at the Paris, Tenn., home of Mrs. W.P.
Williams.

20,000 Meet At Weekend Retreat
Along a motel corridor, a
long-haired, teen-age boy stood
outside an open doorway, gently debating a point with an older woman, possibly his mother.
Finally, he concluded, "I'll
pray hard about it," and took
off down the hall, humming.
The cocktail lounge of an inn
was crowded in the evening
with Catholic Pentecostals, sipping beer and bourbon, talking
animatedly about the presence
of God among them, and occasionally joining in song:
"The spirit is a blowing on a
world reborn."
A young woman, Marion Ratti, of Toronto, Canada, commented that some Protestant
-Pentecostals feel a person
shouldn't drink wine, "but
Jesus drank wine and that
makes it okay."
There was one disruptive
note. In a huge, final service in
the university stadium, a young
man rushed in front of the platform, shouting "hyprocrites"
and trying to plant a crude
wooden cross, fighting off efforts to lead him away.
Some knelt beside him to
pray. But a husky usher
snapped, "Get the hell out of
the way." He and assistants
carried the youth out, kicking.

such infectious cheer that ordiBy GEORGE W. CORNELL
narily detached outsiders found
Al' Religion Writer
SOUTH BEND, Ind. ( AP) — themselves trading smiles and
A young man from Alessuxiria, good-wishes with passersby.
It was a rare atmosphere.
Ls., sat on the steps of a University of Notre Dame building, Here are a few scenes froth it:
A businessman in a golfer's
wondering where he would
cap and a companion sat on a
sleep for the night.
"Well," concluded Greg Bon- low stone parapet near a
ner, his face brightening, "I'll campus golf course, taking in
the sun. A pretty, shapely
just leave it up to the Lord."
That was the kind of immer- blonde, in miniskirt and halter,
sion in faith and reliance on it came up and handed them a
displayed here last weekend at card.
Before they examined it, she
a gathering of 20,000 Bible-carrying, Pentecostal-style Roman said, beaming, "I love you,
too." As she sauntered on, the
Catholics, rejoicing in Jesus.
They usually hugged each somewhat startled men looked
other on meeting, rather than at the card, which read, "Jesus
shaking hands. They exuded loves you."

According to Boyle
But the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the
night.—II Peter 3:10.
There is divine unexpectedness to life. It often

catches us off guard and unprepared.

Isn't It The Truth!
By Carl Riblet Jr.
review of my income tax return
accountant's
An
has me regarding my wife with greater affection
than ever, because I am reminded that she is
deductible and anything that is deductible deserves
tender loving care.
"My dear, my better half."
—Philip Sidney, 1590

COSMOS
OPINION
BURLEY, IDAHO, SOUTH IDAHO PRESS: "The National
Institute of Mental Health has used an experiment with a colony
of mice to show that human society might be introuble if all its
problems were ever solved. When the mice were given the food
and warmth of a perfect existence with no effort on their part,
they became so lethargic—even toward reproduction—that the
colony died out. There is surely a limit to how much we can rely on
mice as stand-ins for human beings in scientific experiments, and
this may be it. Still, these scientists may be on to something. The
world has been waiting a long time for someone to invent a better
mousetrap. Why not give mice all the cheese they can eat, and
just wait for them to roll over dead from boredom?"
4 4- 4-

PERRY. FLA., NEWS-HERALD: "We all . .want prices to
come down, but we're not so ready to have controls put on wages
and incomes. If we are to stop inflation, control must begin at
home --with the best kind of control there is, self-control."
4 -+

Al:AMS, N. Y., JEFFERSON COUNTY JOURNAL: "People in
Washington just don't seem to catch onto the secret of high employment. It might be better to work for a little less than to continue crowded welfare rolls. Unemployment increased when the
minimum was raised the last time, and it will increase when it is
this time, because many employers find they can do
raised
without some of the extra help. This is especially so in small
communities "
+++
QUAKERTOWN,PA., FREE PRFSS:'"The move to centralite
collection of local taxes by a single agency, which Means
abolishing the local tax collector, perhaps strikes a nostalgic note
to those who cherish our yesterdays, the yesterdays when local
community affairs were handled by the local community They
were quiet times, far less hectic than today and far less government It was a time when the trolley passed fresh-cut field, a time
when the rivers were crystal clear and a time when the air was
uncommonly clean. And now, unfortunately, the past is with us no
more The local tax collector, like the once-clean air, may vanish,
vivid only in our memories '•
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The Apple Barrel Of
Memory Has All Kinds
By HAL BOYLE
NEW YORK (AP) — The
storehouse of memory is like a
barrel of apples.
Some of the apples in the
barrel are sweet and redolent
and tasty and carry the bounty
of summer's wealth and auturnnal ripening: But some have
gone bad, and to save the better contents of the barrel, they
must be thrown away.
So it is with the storehouse of
our memory. Most of our memories, if we have led ordinary
lives, are good and well worth
the saving, because they renew
us as long as we live. But with
bad memories, as with the
spoiled apples, it is better to
cast them away.
You've got a pretty good assortment of memories yourself
if you can look back and remember when —
A married woman would as
soon go skirtless as appear in
public without wearing her
wedding ring.
More of the world's business
was conducted in offices than
in restaurants or on golf
courses.
The only reason a husband
ever entered the kitchen was to
kiss his wife hello when he
came home from work or to
raid the icebox for a sandwich
before retiring.
Everybody in the family began to yawn if a dinner guest
didn't start making his gooclbys
by 10 o'clock.
The favorite drink during the
Prohibition Era, at least among
the working classes, was home
brew. Some of it was so potent
that, if you didn't open the
bottle carefully, it would explode and you'd get a scar instead of a drink.
It was important what kind of
family moved in next to you,
because neighbors played a
greater role in each other's
lives. It made a real rift if you
didn't enjoy your neighbor.
A fellow felt pretty well off
financially if he shook his pockets and they jingled. Today
money that can only jingle
doesn't say much; only money

that makes a big rustle gets
much of a hearing.
If someone died of cancer,
members of the family often
tried to keep the cause of death
secret, as if it were somehow
shameful.
There was less indifference in
the world. People generally felt
more strongly about things and
didn't hesitate to express their
opinions or stand up and be
counted.
If you tried to start a serious
discussion of the theories of
Sigmund Freud, you were lucky
if you didn't emerge with the
reputation of being a sex fiend.
Those were the days — remember?

*
*
*
**
*
*

NEW YORK — "We have no
intention," Henry Kissinger
told a gathering of newsmen
here, "of buying an illusory
tranquillity at the expense of
our friends......
This promise by the President's chief foreign policy
adviser was made as part of
what Kissinger termed a
"New Atlantic Charter" and,
thus, concerned primarily
with Europe.
However, Kissinger made
much the same pledge in the
name of the President when
he devised the Vietnam ceasefire that Hanoi has dishonored
and which Moscow and Peking have done little to force
the North Vietnamese to observe. Apparently unmoved
by the Kissinger-created disaster in Asia, Mr. Nixon has
given his foreign policy chief
the green light to devise a
similar disaster for Europe.
Historically, the first "Atlantic Charter," drawn up by
Franklin D. Roosevelt and
Winston Churchill on Aug. 14,
1941, at sea during World War
II, was a set of vague and dangerous generalities that
helped shape the disastrous
oo-elp policy of FDR and
played a critical part in
granting to Russia's Joseph
Stalin critical concessions.
The "New Atlantic Charter" is based on much the
same mushy premises for
which the West paid dearly in
the postwar period when Stalin decided to dishonor all the
agreements he had made at
wartime conferences such as
Yalta. We need to remember
that under the current Soviet
leadership, the Stalinist era
has steadily undergone favorable historical treatment to
erase its hideous crimes
against the Russian people
and Stalin is now again looked
upon as a secular political
saint by powerful elements of
the Moscow oligarchy.
American domestic politics
has always played a critical
and sometimes self-defeating
role when it comes to the Russians. In fact, a historical perspective of our relations with
Russia will reveal a chilling
parallel in the mistake John
F. Kennedy made because of
domestic politics and the now
"New Atlantic Charter" to be
drawn up in the wake of the
Watergate scandal.
It was shortly after the disastrous Bay of Pigs invasion
in April, 1961, that JFK foolishly met in Vienna with then
Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev. The late president went
to that meeting in a weak position, both in his domestic
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The oriental sensation now gives America the
action its been
waiting fort

KARATE EXHIBITION
On Stage * In Person
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Exhibition Staged By
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TrWATERGATE ARREST
Five men were seized while
apparently installing eavesdropping equipment in Democratic National Committee
headquarters in Washington,
F) C.

operations. During World War
II, he was a Major in the Corps
of Engineers and served as
Assistant Corps Engineer for
the 4th Corps.
As Assistant Chief of the
Operations Division, Hicks
assisted the Division Chief in
directing all phases of work in
the Operations Division. This
included
operations
and
maintenance of hydro-power
Hicks, 66, received his plants, navigation locks, and
Bachelor of Science degree in reservoir management of the
Engineering from Clemson projects on the Cumberland
University. He is also a River, operation and maingraduate of the Command and tenance of the locks on the
General Staff College. Hicks Tennessee River, gind mainbegan his Government career tenance of the navigation
in 1929. All of his govern,ment channels on the Tennessee and
service has been with the U.S. Cumberland Rivers. He has
Army Corps of Engineers, in- received numerous awards for
cluding military service during his outstanding contributions to
World War II. All of his civilian the mission of the Corps of
service has been with the Nash- Engineers. Hicks and his wife
ville District. His civilian Dorothy plan to remain in
service included that of a Nashville. They have two
draftsman in design, con- children, a son and a daughter,
struction, hydraulics and both married.

John 0. Hicks, a native of
Boone Creek, near Jonesboro,
Tennessee, recently retired
from his position of Assistant
Chief, Operations Division, of
the Nashville District, Corps of
Engineers, U.S. Army, after
more than 43 years of Government service, according to
Colonel William F. Brandes,
District Engineer.
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REPUBLIC PROCLAIMED
A group of American settlers raised the Bear Flag at
Sonoma, Calif., and proclaimed the free Republic of
California on June 14, 1846.

Corps Assistant Operations
Chief Retires After 43 Years
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Last night (June 13 the
President announced a price
freeze. This morning I purchased the cigars for 49 cents.
This evening the same cigars at
the same store cost me 55 cents.
I believe that represents a
12,42 per cent increase. I wonder
how many other items have
been similarly marked or -^-•
Hamm N. Lewis
301 N. 7th St.
Murray, Ky.

Mr. Nixon appears intent on
making the same mistakes
made by FDR with the "Atlantic Charter" in 1941 and
John F. Kennedy in 1961, by
insisting on a meeting with
Soviet party chief Leonid
Brezhnev, in Washington in

*
*
*

** rod steverNobody Won
• robert ryan
*
* Starts Thursday *
*
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The Nixon-Brezhnev summit is to be followed by a fall
tour of Europe by Mr. Nixon,
hopefully pushing Watergate.
off the front page. Europeans,
however, are deeply troubled
in a dual sense. First, they are
wary of any Kissinger formula for Europe after watching
what the United States has
done to its friends in Asia with
the Indochina cease-fire.
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The spotlight indecid shifted
after Vienna,for the president
was faced with the Soviet
building of the Berlin Wall,
the Soviets breaking the nuclear test ban moratorium,
and the Cuban missile crisis
of October, 1962.
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June. He enters the meeting
profoundly weakened by the
Watergate mess. Moscow,
never one to miss exploiting a
Western weakness, is likely to
capitalize on the domestic
problems created by Watergate, just as the North Vietnamese are planning to do in
Indochina.

support and his standing
abroad.Some suspect that the
young president went to Vienna partly for the purpose of
shifting the spotlight off the
abortive invasion of Cuba.
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Miss Deborah Kay Rogers,
bride-elect of Gall L. Doron,
was the honoree at a delightfully planned tea shower held at
the Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church.
The gracious hostesses for the
occasion were Mrs. Robert
Wright, Mrs. James Easley,
Mrs. Jim Adams, and Mrs.
Hansford Doron.
Receiving the guests with the
honoree were her mother, Mrs.
Carrot M. Rogers, and her
mother-in-law to be, Mrs. Henry
A. Doron. Miss Rogers wore a
yellow knit dress with a
hostesses' gift corsage of white
daisies. The mothers had
hostessies' gift corsages of
yellow daisies.
Miss Jamey Kelso, wearing a
corsage of yellow daisies, kept
the guest register.
The gifts were displayed on
tables covered with yellow
cloths.
The beautifully appointed tea
table, covered with yellow net
over white cloths, was centered
with an arrangement of yellow
and white flowers in a silver
bowl with wedding bells and
yellow candles.
Refreshments of assorted
fancy sandwiches, sausage
balls, cookies, cake squares,
and punch were served.
One hundred and five persons
were present or sent gifts.

She wants to marry but
mother won't sign
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am nearly 17, and have two kids.
now.
They are both by Willie, who is 19. He's in the Army
We're not married because my mom wouldn't sign for me.
When I got pregnant the first time Willie wanted to marry
me, but I was only 15, and Mom said I was too young. She
said the same thing when I got pregnant the second time.
I work as a waitress, and I live with Mom. She's
practically raising my kids. Once in a while I go out with a
guy just to get away from the house so my mom made me
go on the pill. I guess she doesn't trust me She stands
right there and says she wants to SEE me take it every
morning. She says as long as I'm living with her she
doesn't want any more kids to raise This really bugs me.
How can I get my morn to sign for me when Willie
WILLIE'S GIRL
comes home in two months?
DEAR GIRL: You can't. Wait until vou are of age.
Then if you and Willie still want to marry, you won't need
anybody's permission.

Miss Sandra Kaye Bramlett
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Bramlett of Hazel announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their youngest
daughter. Sandra Kaye, to Phillip Myron Allen, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J.D. Allen of Route Three, Paris, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a 1971 graduate of Calloway County High
School. Stills now employed at Paris, Manufacturing Company.
The groom-elect is a 1968 graduate of E.W. Grove High School
and a 1973 graduate of the University of Tennessee, Knoxville,
with a B.S. in Education.
The wedding will be on Sunday, August 5, at two-thirty o'clock
in the afternoon at the Hazel Baptist Church. A reception will
follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Mrs. Wainscott Is
Speaker At Lottie
Moon Group Meet
The home of Mrs. Henry
Warren was the scene of the
meeting of the Lottie Moon
Group of the Baptist Women of
the First Baptist Church held on
Monday, June 4, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening.
Mrs. Rufus Wainscott was the
special guest speaker for the
evening and was introduced by
her niece, Miss Pauline
Waggener who was in charge of
the program.
The special guest gave a most
interesting and entertaining
program including slides and
comments on her trip to the
Holy Land last Christmas with
Rev. Jerrel White, pastor of the
Memorial Baptist Church, as
the tour director.
Caldwell,
Codie
Mrs.
chairman, presided. Mrs.
read the
Porter Holland
scripture and calendar of
Mrs. Ray
with
prayer
Brownfield leading in prayer.
Other members present, not
previously mentioned, were
Mrs. T.C. Collie, Mrs. Glenn
Wooden, Mrs. Odelle Vance,
Mrs. Earl Warford, Mrs. Allen
McCoy, Mrs. Purdom Outland,
Mrs. Murray Turner, and Mrs.
Rudolph Howard. Visitors were
Mrs. J.W. Jackson, Mrs. James
Brown, and Mrs. Wainscott.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Warren

Tuesday, June le
The Bessie Tucker Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at the
home of Mrs. William Beale at
9:30 a.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center, at seven
p.m.

Ladies Day luncheon will be
served at the Murray Country
Club at noon with Mrs. R.M.
753-1599, as
Hutson, phone
chairman of the hostesses who
are Mesdames Clegg Austin,
Crass, Bobby Nix
A.B
Crawford, Holmes Ellis, Sr.,
Max Fitts, Kenneth E. Harrell,
W.A. Franklin, Buford Hurt,
John T. Irvan, Fred Overton,
and LK. Pinkley.

Hazel Senior Citizens
Hold Meeting Recently

Wednesday, June 20
The Hazel Senior Citizens
Ladies Day luncheon will be met at the Hazel Methodist
served at the Oaks Country Club Church, Thursday, June 14, at
at noon with Mrs. Jimmy Dale 1:00 p.m.
Lamb and Mrs. Clayton
Mrs. Barbara Jewell of the
Hargrove as chairmen of the Poppy Shoppe, Murray, gave a
are
Mesdames
who
hostesses
talk and demonstration on
Voris Wells, Vernie Shroat, B.C. arranging pressed flowers as
Hussung, pictures.
Allbritten, Karl
Louis
Wrather,
Yandall
Those attending the meeting
ICerlick, Hazel Berkley, Bernice were Lula Allbritten, Odelle
Wilfred, Kenneth Cunningham, Alton, Myrtle Humphreys,
Sam Cook, Codie Caldwell, Bob Loyce Newport, Rose PatBear, Jackie Stubblefield, T. terson, &sidle White, Thyra
Sledd, Nicky Ryan, John Crawford, Janice Griggs,
Pocock, James B. Buchanan, Verona Grogan,. director.
Oramn Price, Alfred Taylor, Refreshments were served by
and Howard Brandon.
Bradie White

Say! You been to Nancy's yet?
WE ARE HAVING A

2 for 1 Plus UM SALE
Example:

First Pair
Second Pair
Get Two Pair

$12.95
1.00
tax

$13.95
.70
$14.65

BRANDS YOU
WILL KNOW

— No Exchanges
or Refunds —
FORMERLY
WOOLWORTH
BUILDING

Nancy's House of Shoes
102 West Washineton

DEAR ABBY: I have been a lonesome widower for a
year. Three months ago I ran into a nice widow I had
known in school 40 years ago We are very much infatuated
with each other.
The complications are: She has an ideal home in a
large town. My home has fewer conveniences and is in a
smaller town.
Each wishes the other to come to their home to live.
PERPLEXED
What is the custom or general practice"
DEAR PERPLEXED: There is no "rule" concerning
which house you should live in. Talk it over between you
and decide where you will BOTH be happiest. If she
refuses to move, then It's up to you to decide whether you
would be happier without her in your own home, or WITH
her In hers.
DEAR ABBY: My husband recently died of a heart
attack He was in his 506 and was in good health until his
death.
His brothers and sisters are all furious with me because I didn't notify them of his death until after he was
buried. [They all live out of the state 1
When I phoned each one, they said: "Why ditto t you
CALL me? I would have come in for the funeral!" They
feel that I cheated them out of paying their last .respects to
.
their brother.
Abby, this Ninth are all very well-heeled financially;
they are constantly traveling all over the world. In the last
five years ALL of them have flown right over our town on
their way to some exotic vacation spots, and they have
never stopped to see us. We wrote, phoned, and begged
them to visit us, but none of them had the time
When my husband died I decided that since his family
didn't think enough of him to visit him once while he was
alive, I didn't feel like entertaining them at his funeral.
Bitterness on my part? You bet! I know how my husband's
heart ached when they didn't stop.
Print this. It may give other thoughtless, selfish relaPASSED UP
tives a jolt. It's later than they think.

Mrs. W.B. 'Graves was
hostess for the June meeting of
the Alice Waters Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
Women.
Mrs. A.C. LaFollette, cochairman, presided in the
absence of the chairman, Mrs.
I.B. Mayfield.
Erwin,
Barbara
Mrs.
President of the United
Methodist Women was present
and reported on the Board
meeting and plans for a
welcoming tea for the new
ministers, Rev. James A.
Fisher and Rev. Mickey Carpenter and families Sunday,
June 17.
An invitation from the
United
Chapel
Russell's
Methodist women to their
general meeting Monday, June
18, at one p.m. was given. Mrs.
Helen Hodges will be their
speaker.
Mrs. LaFollette reported on
the work being done at the
Wayman's Chapel church. A
collection of books and
magazines is asked for the men
at Eddyville and are to be taken
to the First Christian Church,
Murray.
The July general meeting
will be a potluck supper July 10.
The Alice Waters Group's next
meeting will be with Mrs. I.B.
Mayfield, Stepember 11; with
Mrs. A.M. Thomas in charge of
the program.
Mrs. Lowell King had charge
of the June program using the
subject "The Black America",
reading,
scripture
with
Jeremiah 8:20-21.
Mrs. Graves, assisted by her
sister, Mrs. Nell Eaton salted
delicious coffee cake, tea and
coffee to 13 members and four
visitors-Mrs. Barbara Erwin,
Mrs. Donna Mabry, Miss Beth
Broach and Mrs. Nell Eaton.

Pans, Tenn. 38242
?r-

Barletta Wrather.
Mrs. Bill Wrather explained
methods of drying flowers
which can be used in winter,
dryed arrangements.
Landscape notes on pruning
shrubbery and roses were read
by Mrs. Bobby Armstrong.
An interesting and informative lesson on small
repairs in the home was given
by Mrs. Alfred Taylor. Each
person in the home should know
where to cut off the electricity
and,water in an emergency she
said. She demonstrated how to
fix a leaky faucet and repair
broken plug-ins. She also told of
ways to remedy stopped up
drains.
For recreation, Mrs. Taylor
Motor
"Grandpa's
read
Romance," with the members
finishing sentences with parts 9f
a car.
Other members present were
Mrs. Clifton Lee Jones, Mr.
'Marvin Parks, Mrs. Howard
Wendt, and Mrs. Jo Williford.
Mrs. Wrather and Mrs. Jones
assisted some of the members
In making candle holders out 9f
Mrs. Laura Jennings opened tin cans.
The hostess served cold
her home on Calloway Avenue
for the meeting of the Ann drinks, coffee and cake.
Hasseltine Sunday School Class
of the Memorial Baptist Church
Careful Use
held on Monday, June 4, at
Don't use a baking pan on
seven-thirty o'clock in the
top of the range because it
evening.
might warp when placed on
a hot gas burner or electric
The president, Mrs. Nola
Lewis, conducted the business
session. The women voted to
To crack black walnuts so
have the Senior Citizens dinner
the meat comes out in
that
at the church on Tuesday, June
fairly large pieces, hold the flats
12.
up and tight between thumb and
Mrs. Jennings gave the fingers. Strike with a hammer
quardevotion. A Bible quiz was which will split the nut in
quarter the
each
bold
Now
ters.
Elizabeth
Mrs.
by
conducted
same way, point up and strike
James.
with the hammer. You aboold
Refreshments were served
have four neat nut pieces.
hostess
the
by

Grove
Harris
The
Homemakers Club met at the
home of Mrs. James Dixon on
Wednesday, June 13 at 1 p.m. A
visitor at the meeting was Mrs.
Dixon's mother, Mrs. Herman
Janes.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Bun Wilkerson who read
Proverbs 28:18 followed by a
thought.
Roll call was answered by the
member giving a perferred
wedding custom.
Mrs. Don Osrnus read the
minutes and treasurer's report.
The club voted to make a
donation to the Rescue Squad.
Plans were made to hold a
family picnic at the City Park
on July 13, at 7:30 p.m. with a
potluck meal.
The president, Mrs. Eugene
Nance, read a letter from Mrs.

Mrs. Jennings Is
Hostess For Meet
Hasseltine Class

SAVE UP TO 25%
ON BODY SHAPERS by
VANITY FAIR,

CONFIDENTIAL TO "BEEN THERE WITH CONTACT
LENSES": Brother removed his contact lens at the dinner
table in order to bug Sister. who was extremely squeamish
about such things. Had he removed It at the table because
he had an eyelash. air bubble, or foreign matter under the
lens. I'd have said: "Take it out," and nuts to Sister.
Problems? You'll feel better If you get it Of your chest.
For a personal reply, write to ABBY: Box No. WHIO, L. A.,
Calif. MO. F.acisoe stamped. self-addressed envelope,
please.

North Murray Homemakers Meet
At Home of Mrs. Bailey Riggins
Mrs. Bailey Riggins opened
her home on South Sixteenth
Street for the meeting of( the
North Murray Homemakers
Club held on Friday, June 8, at
one-thirty o'clock in the afternoon.
The lesson on "Small Repairs
In The Home" was given by
Mrs. Esco Gunter and Mrs.
Charles Robertson. Leaflets of
informations were given each
one present.
gave a
Mrs. Gunter
demonstration on repairing an
electric cord.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Angie Gibbs who read
from Proverbs 22:18. She gave
the thought for the month,
"Happiness is not a station at
which you arrive but a way of

traveling." She closed with a
quote, "Live well today,
tomorrow may never come."
Workman,
John
Mrs.
president, presided. The
Charlie
secretary, Mrs.
Crawford, called the roll with
nine members answering by
naming a wedding custom they
liked and why. One guest was
Mrs. Carter.
Herbs and landscape notes on
trimming flowering shrubs
were read by the secretary,
Mrs. Crawford, in the absence
of the leader, Mrs Bernice
Boyd.
Mrs. Gunter directed the
recreational period. Delicious
refreshments were served by
Mrs. Riggins
club plans a picnic
The
&ling the summer months

riazzawsj

Open 9-5:30 Mon.,
Tues., Wed., Thurs.,
8s Sat. 9-8:00 P.M. Fri.

Harris Grove Homemakers Meet'
At Home Of Mrs. James Dixon

Mrs. W. B. Graves
Hostess, Alice
Waters Meeting

Bramlett-Allen Engagement

Tea Shower Given
At Lynn Grove For
Friday Bride-elect

COOK GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cook of
Murray Route Five are the
parents of a baby girl, Dorothy
LaDavrn, weighing six pounds,
born on Tuesday, June 12, at
7:17 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

ATKINS BOY
William Anthony is the name
chosen by Mr and Mrs Billy
Dean Atkins of Route Two,
Dover, Tenn, for their baby
boy, weighing eight pounds
three ounces. born on Monday,
June 11, at 113 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County

They have three sons, Brian,
age eleven, Timothy, age seven,
and Scotty, age four. The father
Is employed by the York Spring
Company, Murray.
Grandprents are Mr. and
Mrs. Dewward Cook of Murray
Route Five and Mr. and Mrs. M.
W. Henry of Murray Route
Four. A great grandmother is
Mrs. Elizabeth Cook of Murray
Route Five.

Hospital.
They have two other sons,
Robert Lynn, age thirteen, and
Kevin Dean, age three, and a
daughter, Tammy Rene, age
five. The father is employed by
the H & S Transport, Nashville,
Tenn.
Grandparents are Mr and
Mrs. Vernon Atkins and Mrs.
Mary Russell, all of Route Two,
Dover, Tenn

•
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For o limited time only Vanity Fair is offering its best selling body shapers
special savings. Shape up to today.s.foshicut. whh,
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The Juliet* Bra. 32-36A 32,-38BC
Reg $600 now $4 99 -Reg $7 00 now $5 99
32-38D
TheJultpette Pantie Girdle. S-M-L-XL. Rep $8 00 now $5 99
The Natural Image' Bra 32-36A_ 32-38BC
Reg $600 now $01 99
32-380
Reg $6 50 now $550
The Tuipette Brief S-M,L-XL. Reg $600 now $499
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Shavers Knocks Out
Ellis In First Round
canvas like a beached whale,
By EARL GERHEIM
Associated Press Sports Writer desperately trying to rise.
Ellis, who weighed 19914 and
NEW YORK ( AP — Earnie
Shavers unloaded one thunder- is ranked fourth among the
clap uppercut and vaulted from world's heavyweights, regained
obscurity into the legion of his feet after the count and
staggered into the ropes, his
heavyweight contenders.
Shavers, a former auto as- knees rubbery and his glassy
sembler from Canton, Ohio, eyes staring into space
who has run the gamut of small
That was the only real
fight clubs in his four year pro punch I landed," said Shavers.
career, knocked out Jimmy
He caught me a couple of
Ellis with a right uppercut to goods shots but they didn't
the head at 2:39 of the first really hurt. I'm in good shape
round of a 12-round bout Mon- and when you're in condition
day night at Madison Square you Can get hit and come right
Garden.
back "
The end came after Ellis
Shavers, whose impressive
stunned Shavers with a short,
record
included victories
choppy right to the jaw. Shaagainst a host of virtual unropes
the
into
wobbled
vers
knowns, credited former light
with Ellis in pursuit and was in
heavyweight champion Archie
obvious troublelfter absorbing
Moore's advice with helping
two sharp left hooks to the jaw.
him
win.
Shavers, who weighed 20614
"Archie really sharpened me
and entered the bout with a 44-2
record with 43 knockouts, up." he said above the din of
reeled back to the center of the his crowded dressing room
ring and then sent Ellis flat on which was jammed with wellhis back with the uppercut. wishers. "He taught me how to
Referee Harold Valan counted use my raw power and get
Ellis out as he floundered on the more power into my shots."

Standings

Ellis, who won the World
Boxing Association version of
the heavyweight crown following a tournament to find a sucCessor for Muhammad All, sat
dejectedly on a bench in his
dressing room.
had him hurt...I had him
hurt. What a bad break," Ellis
said in a low voice as he shook
his head in disbelief. "How
much time was it?," he asked
a reporter. Someone told him.
He shook his head again.
"He just caught me with a
desperation shot. That's a real
shame. I was doing so well until then."
Ellis, who is now 38-8, said
his future was undecided. "I
love to fight. I want to keep on
fighting," said Ellis, who has
beaten Oscar Bonevena, George
Chuvalo, Jerry Quarry and lost
to Joe Frazier and Muhammad
Ali. His voice trailed off and he
began unlacing his shoes.
Don King, Shavers' co-manager, shouted above the noise
in his fighter's dressing room:
"Now we're on our way. Nobody can stop us now. We'll
whip Joe Frazier and then beat
George Foreman for the tile."

Cleveland (Tit:Wow 47), N
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Baltimore (Alexander 5-2) at
National League
New York (Medich 53), N
East
Oakland (Hunter 9-3) at Kan•
W. L. Pct. G.B.
sas City (Splittorff 10-3), N
38 27 585 Chicago
Boston (Pattin 6-8 and Curtis
Montreal
29 28 .509 5
3 7) at Milwaukee (Slaton 45
30 31 .492 6
St Louis
Short 2-1 or Champion 1 3),
and
28.30 .483 6' 2
New York
Pittsburgh
26 32 .448 81 2
Texas (Bibby 0-0) at Min
2
,
Philadelphia
27 35 435 9
nesota (Kaat 7,4), N
West
California (Singer
10-3) at
40 25 .615
Los Angeles
Chicago (Wood 147), N
Francisco 40 27 .597 1
San
Wednesday's
Games
Houston
36 30 .545 4' 2
Detroit at Cleveland
Cincinnati
34 19 .540 5
California at Chicago
78 37 .431 12
Atlanta
Baltimore at New York. N
20 45 308 20
San Diego
Oakland at Kansas City N
Monday's Games
Boston at Milwaukee, N
Philadelphia 9, New York 6
Texas at Minnesota, N
Pittsburgh 3, Chicago 1
2
1
St Louis 1, Montreal 0, 5/
innings, rain
Los Angeles 13. Atlanta 3
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Chicago (Reuschel 8 4 and
at
Pittsburgh
4 1)
Bonham
(Moose 5 6 and Johnson 1-0), N
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
New York (Parker 5-0) at
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Philadelphia (Lonborg 3 6), N
bats) at
BATTING (125
Montreal (Renko 5 31 at St
Blomberg, NY. 402. W Horton
Louis (Murphy 0 1), N
Del,
357
Houston (Reuss 7 51 at San
RUNS Mayberry, KC, 45
\ Diego (Kirby 27). N
R Jackson. Oak, 43
Atlanta (Niekro 63) at Los
RUNS BATTED IN -May
N
Angeles (John 5
berry, KC, 62 R Jackson, Oak,
Cincinnati (Norman 2 7) at
55
1) 3 1 . N
(Bryant
Francisco
San
76,
Min,
HITS-Carew
Wednesday's Games
D May, Mil, 74
Cincinnati at San Francisco
Chi,
Allen,
18.
D
DOUBLES
New York at Philadelphia, N
Melton, Ch,. 14
Chicago at Pittsburgh, N
Min. 7,
TRIPLES Carew
Montreal at St. Louis, N
Coggins, Bal, 5 Bumbry. Bal,
Houston at San Diego, N
5.
Atlanta at Los Angeles, N
RUNS-Mayberry,
HOME
KC, 17, D Allen, Chi. 15
American League
BASES- North.
STOLEN
East
W. L. Pct: G.B. Oak, .19. D Nelson, Tex, 15
16 Decisions1PITCHING
34 27 .567 Milwaukee
2 Cbl born, mi , 92. 818, 201,
/
30 26 .536 11
Baltimore
Lee, Bsn, 7-2, 778, 2 01
Detroit
32 29 .525 2
Cal,
STRIKEOUTS-N Ryan
33 30 524 2
New York
149; Singer, Cal, 113
28 31 .475 5
Boston
NATIONAL LEAGUE
349 13
22 41
Cleveland
bats)
BATTING (125 at
West
Mota, LA, .343; Maddox, SF,
32 26 .552 Chicago
V2 .337.
32 27 .542
Minnesota
65;
SF,
RUNS-Bonds,
36 31 .537
Kansas City
W.Davis, LA, 46.
34 30 531 1
Oakland
IN-Bench,
BATTED
RUNS
2
/
32 29 .525 11
California
CM, 52; Ferguson, LA, 49.
20 38 345 12
Texas
89.
SF,
HITS-Bonds,
Monday's Games
Fuentes, SF, 84.
Texas 7, Minnesota 4
Chi,
DOUBLES-Cardenal,
Detroit 5, Cleveland 1
15; Staub, NY. 15; Simmons,
Milwaukee 8, Boston 3
StL, 15; Bonds, SF, 15.
Oakland 9, Kansas City 5
TRIPLES-Metzger, Htn, 9;
California 9, Chicago 2
,.
Sanguillen, Pgh, 7.
Only games scheduled
HOME RUNS-Stargelle tP
Tuesday's Games
18, H.Aaron, Atl, 18.
at
26)
(Fryman
Detroit
STOLEN
BASES-Morgan,
Cm, 28, Bondi, SF, 72.
PITCHING (6 Decisions)-786, 222.
Bryant. SF, 11 3,
Wise, StL, 9,3, .750. 2.78.
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. AP I—
NY.
STRIKEOUTS-Seaver,
The San Antonio Spurs of the 99i Carlton, Phi, 99.

Major League
Leaders

Named To Positions

American Basketball Association have named Terry Stembridge as communications director and Peter Romell as
promotions director.
The team says Stembridge
will be the play-by-play announcer. He held several positions with the Dallas Chaparrals, predecessors of the
Spurs. Romell has been a newsman for radio station KKYX
here.

the Shield
for today.
Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main 753-0489

Sports In
Brief
By The Associated Press
.
BASKETBALL
WASHINGTON — Former
Boston Celtics' star K.C. Jones,
who coached San Diego of the
American Basketball Association last season, signed a
three-year contract to become
head coach of the National Basketball Association Capital Bullets.
GOLF
MONTREAL — Canadian
Joycelyne Bourassa parred the
third hole of a sudden death
playoff to defeat Judy Rankin
and Sandra Haynie, after each
had shot a 214 after the regulation 54 holes, to win the $10,000 first prize in La Canadienne
Women's Golf Tournament
LANDOVER, Md. — Randy
Morris, a pro from Washington,
D.C., defeated Jim Weichers on
the fourth hole of sudden death
playoff and won the Tuesday
ProAm Invitational Golf Tourney after both golfers finished
at 67
CALGARY - - Al Balding of
Toronto won the $10,000 Alberta
Open Golf Championship with a
214

Oaks Club
To Hold
Ladies Day
The Oaks Country Club will
hold Ladies Day golf Wednesday, June 20. The hostess for
the event will be Janice Stubblefield.
Tee off times are as follows:
9:00 am.—Bobbie Buchanan,
Karen Hargrove, Carita Lamb
and Janice Stubblefield.
9:07 am.—Laura Parker,
Mary Alice Smith, Virginia
Jones and Betty Thompson.
9:14 a.m.—Murrell Walker,
Nell Tackett,Sue McDougle and
Marie Weaver.
9:21 am.—Grace James,
Burlene Brewer, Carolyn
Caldwell and Mable Rogers.
9:28 a.m.—Jeanie Morgan,
Elanor Miller, Marge Foster
and Patsy Neal.
9:35 am.—Cheryl Dailey,
Peggy Hook, Della Boggess and
Polly Seal.
9:42 am.—Doll Reddick,
Cloia Campbell, Edith Garrison
and Doris Rose.
9:49 am.—Jane Cothran,
Kathryn Outland, Hazel Beal
and Barbara Cothran.
9:56 a.m.—Essie Caldwell,
Mary Jane Key, Sue Steele and
Sadie Ragsdale.
Anyone not included in the
lineup will be paired at the tee.

David Mathis Fans
15 In Mound Gem
Brad Taylor belted a pair of Warner combined for 11
David Mathis used his hitting
did Howard Boone strikeouts in leading the Cubs to
talent along with his pitching doubles as
Starks singled and their Kentucky League victory
Gary
while
arm last night to lead the Reds
over the Cards.
doubled.
to an overwhelming 22-0 win
Alan Warner rapped a double
a double
included
hits
Other
Little
the
in
over the A's
Terry Gibson, a single by and a pair of singles to pace the
by
League.
a single by Steve winners.
The other league contest Fred Kemp,
Dan Potts had two doubles
single by John
a
and
Walker
10-5
a
taking
Yanks
the
found
while Brent Warner tripled and
Rickman.
victory over the Cubs.
Mike Howard had a pair of doubled.
In the Pony League, the
A's while
Other hits for the Cubs inOrioles whipped the Astros 10-4 singles for the losing
Joe Kim cluded a single by McClure,
and
Stripling
David
behind the hurling of Paul
Robertson while the Mils used Harmon also hit safely.
a double by Stan Rushing, a
In the nightcap, the Yanks
the arm of Mickey McCuiston to
single by Barry Wells and a
support
take an 8-4 win over the Meta. used a 13 hit attack to
homer by Tommy Hendon. Alan
the six strikeout pitching of
Warner, Potts, McClure,
the
in
One game played
Mark
and
Thompson
Donnie
Rushing, and Brent Warner all
Kentucky League found the Erwin.
scored two runs apiece in the
Cubs whipping the Cards 11-3.
Eric Story and Mark Overby
Mathis belted three singles in each singled and homered for
his plate appearances for the the winning Yanks.
Reds but more impressive was
Erwin had a pair of doubles
his distance-going six inning while Duane Dycus had a pair of
stint on the mound.
singles.
Pitching for the first time in a
Others hitting safely included
Mathis
season,
game this
By HAL BOCK
Gary Emerson with a single,
scattered only four hits and Glen Van Herck with a single Associated Press Sports Writer
struck out 15 batters. Only three
NEW YORK I API — Forgive
and Jerry Runyon with a single.
of the outs were not accounted
For the Cubs, Tim Graham Ron Ward if he doesn't exactly
for by Mathis.
picked up a single and a double understand what you have to do
Scott Barrow joined Mathis while Kenneth McCui.ston and to please a hockey club.
with a big bat as he rapped two Kevin Chapman each had two
Just about a year ago, the
singles and a two bagger.
World Hockey Association's
singles.
Other hits included a homer New York franchise signed
by Robert Whitmer and singles Ward, promising him the one
by Perry Parkins, Mark Young thing he's always wanted ...a
chance to prove he could play
and Joel Klein.
In tonight's games in the major league hockey.
Then, after he proved it by
Little League,the Nats meet the
Twins at 6 p.m. while the second becoming a 50-goal scorer and
game features the Astros and soaring over the 100-point mark
for the season, he figured he
the Cards.
Paul Robertson fanned 11 had security. But instead he
batters and scattered eight hits had a one-way ticket to VanMeanwhile, Milwaukee's siz- in pitching the Orioles to a win couver.
tremendous
"It was a
over the Astros in the Pony
zling Brewers stretched their
shock," said Ward, who was
winning streak to 10 games, League.
Tim Lane tripled and had a traded to the WHA Blazers in a
longest in the majors this seapair of singles for the winners swap that sent scoring chamson, by whipping Boston.
while (Danny Richardson pion Andre Lacroix to New
George Scott accounted for
York. "I was deeply hurt. I felt
three of the Milwaukee runs knocked three singles.
Kevin Shahan had a pair of like I was stabbed in the back.
with a pair of homers as the
doubles while Jeff Oakley and You know, I never asked for a
Brewers won for the 15th time
Willie Perry each tripled and no-cut, no-trade contract like so
in the last 16 games and opened
a l'o-ganie lead over idle Balti- singled. Other hits for the
Orioles included a single by
more in the AL East.
Detroit supported Jim Per- Terry Vance, a double by
Randy Orr and a single by
ry's four-hit pitching with
Tracy Phelps.
homers by Dick Sharon, Bill
For the losing Astros, Jeff
Freehan and Aurelio Rodriguez
Dunn and Donnie Winchester
to defeat Cleveland.
It was the sixth straight toes each had a double and a single
NEWPORT, R.I. (API —
while Shea Sykes had a pair of Equation, a sleek, 68-foot ketch
and 16th in the last 18 games
Andy
singles.
and
Klein
Craig
for the Indians.
owned by John T Potter of
Ryan each added a single.
Plainview, N.Y., set a new
Mickey McCuiston pitched a elapsed time record late Monthree-hitter and fanned 10 men day night after a hard drive in
In leading the Phils to a win the biennial Annapolis, Md., to
over the Meta in the nightcap of Newport yacht race.
Pony League action.
The ketch, helped by a thrash
Chuck Adams belted a triple
and a single while Brian Sunday in winds up to 40 knots,
Champman had a pair of singles finished at 11:20 p.m. after a
method that would be used or
passage of 57 hours, 19 minto pace the winners.
at what point in a day's comutes, 48 seconds.
inPhils
the
for
hits
Other
petition the tests would be
That was 4 hours, 18 minutes
cluded a single by Tommy
made.
ahead of the old mark set by
Barrett,
Kevin
by
single
Smith,
The NCAA oversees collea double by Cerry Redden, a the 73-foot yawl Escapade eight
giate athletics. It is drawing up
triple by McCuLston and a single years ago.
a list of drugs' that will be
by Ronnie Gibson.
Equation was the scratch
banned from its athletes.
the
for
tripled
Scott
Brian
in handicapping of the
boat
The witnesses before the subMets while J.J. Chavis and race, which means she gave
committee indicated the most
Tommy Chavis each had away time to all the other 78
frequently abused drugs were
singles.
competitors, and it wW not be
anabolic
amphetamines and
In the Pony League Wed- until most of the fleet is in latsteroids, which reportedly build
nesday night, the Orioles and er today before the race comup weight and strength.
the Meta meet at 6 p.m.qhile mittee knows the corrected
all
of
The NCAA prohibits use
the Astros and the Phils tangle time winner.
but "therapeutic" drugs, those in the
second game.
The crew said Equation—
prescribed by a physician for
Greg McClure and Alan among the last class to start
deficiency.
illness, injury or

"I hope we're never on naBy tiAL DOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer tional TV again," he said. "EvHow tight is the American erytime we're on there, we
League's West -DiVision race? walk a bundle." KC pitchers
Well, the New York subway at surrendered nine bases on balls
rush hour would be spacious and the game was only shown
compared to the five-way in Chicago and Anaheim, Calif.,
where the White Sox and Ansqueeze going on over there.
Chicago is still running in gels were blacked out. Imagine
front, but just barely after if the whole country was tuned
dropping 11 of its last 16 in.
Jim Mason slugged his first
games, the latest a 9-2 thumping at the hands of California in major league home run and
Monday night's nationally tele- Dave Nelson scored three runs,
helping Texas past Minnesota.
vised game.
The victory left the sixth
That victory left the Angels
in fifth place, but only Ps place Rangers 12 games behind
games behind the White Sox. in the West and with a very
Squeezed between those two lonesome feeling at the bottom
are Minnesota and Kansas City, of the division.
both only one-half game behind,
and Oakland, a mere one game
back.
In Monday's other AL games,
Oakland slugged Kansas City 95, Milwaukee ripped Boston 8-3,
Detroit downed Cleveland 5-1
and Texas defeated Minnesota
7-4. New York and Baltimore By JAMES GERSTENZANG.
Assiocated Press Writer
were not scheduled.
WASHINGTON (API — AthIn Monday night's only National League games, Phila- letes participating in National
delphia defeated New York 9-6, Collegiate Athletic Association
Pittsburgh beat Chicago 3-1, St. competition will be subject to
Louis shut out Montreal 1-0 in a random tests for drug use begame halted by rain after five ginning next fall, an NCAA offiinnings and Los Angeles beat cial says.
Robert W. Pritchard, chairAtlanta 13-3.
The Angels stung Chicago for man of the NCAA's drug educafour runs in the fourth inning, tion committee, said the athlettwo of them on Alan Galla- ic organization would carry out
gher's triple. They added five urinalysis and other tests on
more in the fifth, three of them athletes, following a decision
on two bases loaded walks and reached at a recent NCAA cona wild pitch by reliever Jim vention.
"The situation is critical," he
Geddes.
That was enough to tag the said.
The tests would not lead to
White Sox with their fourth
straight lots. "You have to take punishment, Pritchard told the
the bitter with the sweet," s,id Senate Juvenile Delinquency
Sox' Manager Chuck Tanner, subcommittee Monday, but
reflecting on his team's skid. would be used "only to gather
facts which we hope will pro"There are no excuses."
The Murray Park and
While Chicago and California vide us with future direction"
Department is in
Recreation
in
fighting
drug
abuse
occupied most of the national
individuals
interested
of
needed
The subconunittee, chaired
TV, Kansas City Manager Jack
the Girl's Softball
is to work with
-McKeon decided that his by Sen. Birch Bayh,
Program. The Park Departteam's role as the backup studying the abuse of legitimate
ment has enough girls to fill
game hurt the Royals against drugs by amateur athletes atlacking
tempting to improve their per- four teams but are
Oakland.
coaches.
formance.
The age group for this league
Tests for drug abuse in the
to fourteen.
past have been limited to ranges from eight
Unless coaches are found for
screening winning athletes.
this program, it will have to be
"If the athletes know they're
this summer's
Thursday Morning Ladies League
all going to be tested, that dropped from
program, according to the park
a
be
would
deterrent,"
PritTeam Standings
director.
chard said.
1_ Go Getters
Those interested in devoting a
2. Rockets
He did not elaborate on the
3. Super Stars
small portion of their time to
4. Daisies
Murray's youth should contact
S. Hail Stormers
the park office at 753-7640.
6. Ding-A Linos'

win
Chris Rogers went the
distance for the Cards and
fanned 11 batters. Rogers belted
two doubles and a single to pace
his team.
Other hits included singles by
Kelly Rogers, Craig Rogers and
Mike Kurz. Craig Rogers scored
two of the three runs for the
Cards.
McClure worked the first
three innings on the mound for
the Cubs and fanned five men
while Alan Warner fanned six
batters in his three inning stint.
In tonight's Kentucky League
action, the Reds will meet the
Mets at 6 p.m.

Bourassa
Winner(
Tournam

Girls Softball
League In Need

Drycleaning SPECIAL
TROUSERS
BLOUSES
SKIRTS
KNIT
SHIRTS
any 3 for

DRAPE
CLEANING
SPECIAL

All mon b long!
Decorator Mats Extra.

155
Maxis and pieots

204
254

Unlined
per pleat

Lined
per Pleat

Free
Storage
Insured'
Mothproofed'
No boxing!
,Pay only regular cleaning
price this Fall!

Signs Pro Contract

PAWTUCKET, R.I. (API —
J. Alden Dooley was unanimously re-elected Monday to
his 11th consecutive term as
president and managing director of Narragansett Park.
Dooley and the entire encumbent slate was returned to office at the annual meeting of
the stockholders of Narragansett Racing Association, Inc.,
operator of the senior Rhode
Island track

Saturday off Annapolis—sailed
through the whole fleet in about
three hours and never saw a
competitor's sail after that.
Expected to finish second
was Running Tide, a 60-foot
sloop owned by Albert Van
Metre, of Alexandria, Va.
The third to finish was expected to be Sorcery, the 61foot sloop owned by James F
Baldwin, of Locust Valle!.
ler here two years
N.Y.,
ago.
Equation, designed by Britton
Chance Jr. who did the modifications to America's Cupper
Intrepid, averaged 8 25 knots on
the passage.
One crew member—Steve
Kasnet of Marblehead, Mass.—
said his wife Missy is expecting
a baby any time now, and when
the boat berthed at Newport he
raced to a telephone to call her.
The baby had not arrived:
"That's the reason we had to
finish in a hurry," said skipper
Potter with a smile.

MONDAY TUESDAY • WEDNESDAY

BOWLING

Re-Elected To Term

many players. I always believed if I did my job and
pleased managlment, I'd be
okay. I always figured honesty
would pay off for me."
It never really has for Ward,
who has been bumped around
pretty well throughout his hockey career. "Look, I love this
game," he said in an interview
Monday night, "but it's politics
all the way through. I hail two
of the best years a player could
have in the minors and when I
got to the National Hockey
League, I sat on the bench.
What can you prove on the
bench?"
Now, he's tired of being a
hockey pawn and he's taking a
careful look at his contract
which he believes may not be
valid.
Could it be that he's thinking
of moving back to the NM..?
"It's a possibility," said Ward.
"If I have to, I will. I know it's
security."

New Record Set By
Equation In Race

Athletes In NCAA To
Undergo Drug Tests

TORONTO(AP — I)oug Merit, a four-year veteran of the
Regina Pats has signed a threeyear contract with the Toronto
Maple Leafs, the National
Hockey league club announced
Monday. Terms were not announced.
Marit, who missed half of the
1972-73 season with the Western
Canada Hockey league Pats
following off-season surgery to
his wrist, was selected in the
sixth round of the recent NH1.
anuiteur draft at Montreal.

By GEORGE FORI
With Paul McCa
Oakland Tribune'
HAYWARD, Calif. r
don't like to fight thr
jabbing guys becai
make it tough to get i
work on the body.
They usually mov,
well, and you spend
time trying to get
beating them to the pi
Now when you st
uating leading conter
pecially those with ar
jab—you might just a
gin with the legend fr
ville.

Ward Doesn't Know What
To Do To Please Club

AL West Tight While
Raging Brewers Win

- High Team Game Scratch
Daisies -421
High Team Game Handicap .
Daisies--581
High Team Series Scratch
Rockets-1207
High Team Series Handicap
Go Getters-1679
High Individual Game Scratch
Bonnie Hale-171
High Individual Gam* Handicap
Mary Harris-227
High Individual Series Scratch
Norma Robertson-426
High Individual Series Handicap
Mary Harris-579
, Top Averages
1 Anna Owen--140
2 Linda Bray --137
3 Norma Robertson-135
4 Nancy Todd -133
5 Ethelene McCallon-132

Fore

Extra-

_

5 990
,,,Ided for
SHIRTSLaundered
One HOUR cLeaneFts
or
on Hangers

(

All Week

Central Shopping Center

Open 7 a.m. 6 p.m. Monday Saturday

1111414171 011
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Phone 753-9084
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MONTREAL AP)
dian pro Jocelyne
came home a winne
and it was a short wa
Playing only 75 a
her hometown of Si
Que., the 26-year-old
rassa scored her fir
Professional Golf A
victory by winning a
playoff in the La C
women's golf tourney
Miss Bourassa
three extra holes to
Rankin and Sandra
the $10,000 first priz,
tied at five-under-pal
the regulation 54-hole
"Now that I have
don't know what to
said after shooting
68-73-73 over the
Municipal Golf Co
the first one, but its
Last.
"I'm only glad it h
home."
While Jocelyne's n
father, along with tt
ers and three sister
the 1972 LPGA Roo
Year sank an I8-fo
the final regulation
!We.
her into the tie
Midland, Tex.: was
with a bogie on the
tra hole, then Miss
Fort Worth, Tex., p
ond shot on the third
into the water while
rassa parted the ho'
Betty Burfeindt
Springs, Calif., finis
216 and fourth plac
$3,100, while Carol
Towson, Md., was
behind Miss Burfei
Jane Blalock of
Beach, Fla., finisher
a 218 total.

Charlie
At Reil

By JANE BRA]
Charlie Jett, 60 c
placed a double i
night at Reidland
taking the fast he
feature race.
The feature was
citrnent with cars b
banging into each
even a few almost
the hill.
Ronnie Franci
Hopkinsville, was
commission duriro
and Melvin Woodfo
Paducah, was alma
finish line when the
the speaker's stars
way.

The slow heat w,
Ladd,77 of Reidlan
winner's race. Bo
USA-4 of Mayfiel
losers race.
Slow heat--Jessr
Melvin Woodfor

Mor
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Paducah Takes Two
Wins Over Murray

all have
I'm sure you won't see Joe in my book. His losses
a Stadium came tumbling down
against good fighters. He
By MIKE BRANDON
having arm trouble early in the when Mike Cathey drilled
doing a whole lot of smokin'. come
best sneak right
the
of
one
single.
to the tune of booming Paducah
has
&
Ledger
er
Times
been
Sportswrit
had
not
and
season
legion
just
and
weave,
He'll try to bob
business.
followed
Rains
the
in
bats.
Charlie
hands
An
final
the
unearned
rtuyin
pitching well.
trying to impress people. The
I don't claim to be able to list inning gave Dan Thompson a
The first man up in the frame
But last night Thompson got Cathey by reaching on an error
guy's a respected man, he's
challenger, or even to tough loss last night as the back in the groove with his but the chance of going ahead reached on an error and the
every
and
g
everythin
proven
all about some of them.
Paducah American Legion hard-breaking curve and ended when Howard grounded second batter' went down on
shouldn't try to impress people know
But maybe that's one of the defeated Murray 2-1 in the first permitted only four hits to to second for the final out of the strikes.
now because people are iminning.
of boxing: You never game of a twinbill at Brook Paducah.
But a single followed by
pressed best when you're im- beauties
With one man out in the Reidland star Mike Sowash's
coming along to Stadium in the river city.
who's
know
in
the
lead
taken
had
Paducah
pressed with yourself.
rankings and rise
In the nightcap, Murray the bottom of the fifth when a seventh, Murray rallied but two run double chased in a pair
What can you prove after shake up the
the champion.
become
to
a 5-1 lead go out the walk and a single pushed across Thompson, who had reached on of runs and Murray led only 5-3.
watched
Frachampion?
you've become
there's a kid window in the fourth inning and the run to break open the a single, and Conner, who
Somewhere
Two walks and three more
zier has been the best-recogreached on an error, were hits in the inning sent in four
hard, maybe in a boys' Paducah took a 11-5 win to scoreless tie.
nized as the best in the world working
paths.
YMCA or in the Po- capture the twinbill.
more runs and Paducah had a 7Randy Conner entered the stranded on the base
at one time-so what else is club or a
Pinch hitter Randy Dublin 5 lead after four innings.
He's got
League.
Athletic
lice
for
the
is
2-9
now
Murray
and
sixth
of
the
top
in
the
game
there to gain? He's really got
A four run explosion in the
courage, intelligence and he's season while Paducah, one of led off by reaching on an error. opened the home half of the
nowhere to go.
final inning with a single. sixth by Paducah ended the
to work hard because he the top legion teams in the five
willing
a
laid
down
Thurmond
Mike
N-Isn't
PATTERSO
FLOYD
he can be a champion state area, is now 14-2 for the bunt to sacrifice Conner to Thompson then got Harry Luton scoring for the long twinbill.
he amazing for a man of 38? believes
to pop to third for the first out of
Rains, Thompson, Pyle,
day.
swnmer.
some
second.
He's supposed to be one of the
?
something
know
you
Howard and Thurmond all had
And
The sweep of the twinbill
Hewitt reached on an error by the frame.
richest, but he's still dedicated
The next two batters reached a hit apiece for Murray.
of a guy can't be gives Paducah five wins in five the second sacker and then
and always in shape. I just That kind
errors and the bases were
on
top.
the
to
gets
he
until
Murray will be at Union City
games
this
season.
with
stopped
Murray
first
out
the
Keith Pyle recorded
wonder how long he can go on
with one out.
loaded
has
boxing
why
'
that's
6-5
Wednesday night for a pair of
right
Thompson, a lanky
I guess
of the inning by popping to
without getting hurt ...
Cleanup hitter Steve Shidal games before returning home to
big sport for so hander who starred at Calloway third.
JERRY QUARRY-Last time been such a
a single and Thompson entertain
slapped
a
world.
to
the
in
e
Benton
everywher
had
been
County
High-School,
long
across
came
run
tying
The
I saw him he looked like he
and Murray left the field with a doubleheader Friday night.
still had all his juices flowing
defeat.
and, if he does, he can still be
MONTREAL (API - CanaThompson allowed only one
a winner. Jerry is a real dandian pro Jocelyne Bourassa
run while striking out
earned
gerous hooker, but he seems to
came home a winner Monday
batters and walking five
six
some
lost
that's
cut easily and
and it was a short way home.
men.
big fights for him. He can't
Playing only 75 miles from
Only Thompson and batlike
big
guys
the
beat
to
seem
her hometown of Shewanigan,
terymate Mike Cathey were
seventh
the
in
out
Ali knocked
Que., the 26-year-old Miss Bouable to pick up hits in the game
and again in the third, Frazier
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON. sure-thing league.. the Pirates Staub in the first inning and for Murray.
rassa scored her first Ladies
his
I stopped in the seventh ) and Associated Press Sports Writer will beat Fergie Jenkins and drove in two runs with
Professional Golf Association
In the second game, Keith
Ellis lost decision. You've got
The Pittsburgh Pirates are Dock Ellis will beat the Chi- homer and a sacrifice fly while Pyle's RBI triple in the second
victory by winning a three-way
three
in
knocked
Cubs.
Mike Schmidt
to be impressed with the way wallovriag in the unaccustomed cago
playoff in the La Canadienne
inning drove in Greg Howard
Monday night's 3-1 Pittsburgh runs with a double and homer.
he keeps coming back to stop depths of fifth place in the NaJunior golf was held Thurwomen's golf tourney Monday.
who had walked and then Pyle
g
BONAVENA-We had newcomers such as Mac Foster tional League East, but despite victory gave Ellis a lifetime 112
light-hittin
OSCAR
normally
The
sday at the Calloway Country
Murray
Miss Bourassa had to go
and
an
error
on
in
came
a fight lined up last September, and again with Ron Lyle. But I that revolting development two mark against the Cubbies while PhiLs have won seven of 10
three extra holes to beat Judy
was off and running with a 2-0 Club.
but it fell through.
think time's running out on facts are still right up there Jenkins is a mere 9-21 against games on their current home lead.
In the beginners division,
Rankin and Sandra Haynie to
hit
He's one of the best of the him.
Randy Mayfield won the
with death and taxes in the the Pirates and has dropped stand, during which they've
hit
a
and
error
the $10,000 first prize. All had
an
single,
A
bunch, I think. But Oscar has
eight in a row since he last at a .321 clip with 11 home
while the
ERNIE TERRELI—He's a
tied at five-under-par 214 after
batsman produced a run for chipping contest
his left hand three personal friend of mine. I've
broken
beat them two years ago.
runs.
putting winner was Todd
the
of
half
home
the
the regulation 54-hole event.
in
Paducah
so
times in the last two years,
It was the start of a key
Bill Russell drove in five runs
my wife
Austin had the
"Now that I have won, I just it's a question of how it will hold been out socially with
second to cut the Murray lead in Bradshaw. Paul
eight-game home stand for the with four singles, leading a 17times. Ernie's
a
holes.
few
Ernie
three
and
on
score
lowest
she
say,"
to
what
know
don't
half.
up in the future. His style is
Pirates- four each with the hit attack that powered the
just
Catherine Dick had the lowest
sacrifice
a
and
said after shooting rounds of unorthodox-people say he's big and strong and might
walks
Two
Cubs and the Mets-and left Dodgers to their rout of the
girls in the
be the best of them all. I think
68-73-73 over the Montreal
bunt by Thompson followed by a score on six holes for
awkward-and that makes him he can beat anybody and I'd
them 81-7 games behind the Braves and increased their lead
group.
age
11
and
10
brought
Howard
Municipal Golf Course. "It's
Greg
by
single
hard to beat. He throws good like to give him a snot at the
in the West Division to a full
East Division-leading Bruins.
The boy in the 10 and 11 group
the first one, but it won't be the
in a pair of runs and gave
combinations and everybody title before I'm through.
Elsewhere, the Los Angeles game over idle San Francisco.
third with the lowest score for six
the
in
lead
4-1
a
Murray
last.
knows he can hit. He put Joe
Home runs by Darrell Evans,
Dodgers trounced the Atlanta
JIMMY EI,LIS-People say
holes was Scotty Orr.
inning.
"I'm only glad it happened at Frazier down twice, didn't he?
Braves 13-3, the St. Louis Car- his 16th, and Dave Johnson, his
t, but
heavyweigh
small
a
he's
Tammy Boone won the 12 and
got good
Conner
Randy
home."
the
in
And he had Ali in trouble
dinals edged the Montreal 13th, accounted for all the
( 37-7-0),
support and set the side 13 year old girls' division with
fielding
While Jocelyne's mother and ninth round before Muhammad he's got a good record
Ladies Day golf will be held at
Expos 1-0 in a rain-shortened Braves' runs off Andy Mest
score on six while the
father, along with three broth- finally stopped him in the 13th. so he's a bona fide heavyweigh
the Murray-Calloway Country five-inning contest and the sersmith, who scattered six down in order in the Paducah the lowest
was Lynn
winner
boys'
watched,
third.
the
half of
ers and three sisters
Club, Wednesday, June 20 at 9 Philadelphia Phillies outslugged hits. Messersmith also contribSullivan.
fourth
the
of
top
the
in
Singles
be
the 1972 LPGA Rookie of the
the
will
Frank
Norma
a.m.
the
was
JOE FRAZIER-I
uted three singles and drove in
the New York Mets 9-6.
Gay Crass won the girls 14-17
by Mike Thurrnond and Charlie
Year sank an 18-foot putt on winner when we fought, but Joe
hostess and a luncheon will be
League scores: a run in the Dodgers' third
American
for the low score on
division
final
the
put
to
hole
produced
Rains
the final regulation
served at noon.
could just as easily have been
Milwaukee 8, Boston 3; Califor- straight victory.
nine holes while Lee Stewart
Murray run of the game.
her into the tie, Mrs. Rankin of the winner if he'd beed able-to
The lineup is as follows:
to win the
Rookie Mike Tyson slammed
nia 9, Chicago 2; Oakland 9,
Then, in the bottom of the shot an even par 36
Midland, Tex.: was eliminated get his stuff going. Maybe if he
Frances Hulse, Inus Orr, Nancy
Kansas City 5; Detroit 5, Cleve- his first major league homer, fourth, the walls of Brooks boys' division.
exsecond
the
on
bogie
with a
Haverstock and Chris Graham
had been as dedicated and willleading Rick Wise and the Carland 1; Texas 7, Minnesota 4.
tra hole, then Miss Haynie, of ing to sacrifice as I was, he'd
Eleanor Diuguid, Betty Scott,
to Phila- dinals over the Expos. Tyson,
came
who
Mets,
The
Fort Worth, Tex., put her sec- have been able to get off that
Anna Mary Adams and Toopie
delphia with a five-game win- hitting just .231 at game time,
ond shot on the third extra hole night.
Thomas,
ning streak, couldn't stop Ken belted a Balor Moore pitch over
BouMiss
into the water while
Nell Roach, Elizabeth SlushI think his fight with Joe
posted his third the left field wall in the second
The meyer,Sue Morris and Frances Brett, who
rassa parred the hole.
HOUSTON I AP) Bugner July 2 in London will be
straight pitching victory and inning.
Betty Burfeindt of Palm an interesting one. This young World Hockey Association's Parker,
Wise, pitching his second conhas homered in each of his last
Springs, Calif., finished with a guy Bugner has a good right, Houston Aeros called a news
Sadie West, Mary Kipp.
shutout, was touched
secutive
starts.
three
216 and fourth place good for and I think he'll get a chance conference today and National Emma Sue Hudson and Juliet
Brett survived a three-run for only two singles as he
Earner
of
Hall
$3,100, while Carol Mann, from to use it with Frazier.
Hockey League
Wallis.
homer by New York's Rusty raised his record to 9-3.
Towson, Md., was one stroke
Eva Mitchell, Nancy FanBut if Joe can weather his Gordie Howe was in town
behind Miss Burfeindt at 217. storm. then I think he'll show a
Those facts likely mean that drich, Velela Sexton and Jennie
Jane Blalock of Highland lot of people he still has some- Howe, who resigned last week Hutson.
Beach, Fla., finished sixth with thing left.
as vice president of the Detroit
Rebecca Irvan, Betty J
a 218 total.
Red Wings, is ready to sign a Purdom and Joan Wilson
Betty Lowery. Rowena
$1 million multi-year contract
Cullom, Betty Stewart and
with the Aeros.
His sons Marty and Mark Phyllis Kain.
Carol Hibbard, Ray Emener
Howe signed four-year contracts earlier with the Aeros Charlene Doss and Catherine
By GEOFFREY MILLER
Queen's Club tournament-the
Garrott.
for a reported $400,000 each.
Associated Press Sports Writer last warm-up event before
Judy
Purdom,
After resigning in Detroit,
Alice
LONDON ( AP ( =Stan Smith Wimbledon-even more of an
Howe said it was 90 to,100 per Muehleman, Urbana Koenen and Margaret Court were air of unreality than usual.
named Tuesday as top seeds in
Queen's Club has a reputation
Wendall Griffin, 12; James cent certain that he would sign and Lou Doran.
By JANE BRANDON
Mary Watson, Euldene next week's Wimbledon Tennis for not being taken seriously.
78 and Mike with the Aeros, thus fulfilling a
Charlie Jett, 60 of Paducah, McKinney,
lifetime dream to play on the Robinson, Margaret Shuffett Tournament-although nobody The players have their minds
placed a double win Friday Jackson, 16.
60;
knew for certain whether Smith on the big tournament ahead.
Jett,
same team with his sons. His and Peggy Billington.
harlie
heat-C
Fast
night at Reidland Raceway by
Evelyn Jones, Reba Overby, would play.
When the Queen's Club Week
Hay, 97; Bill Keeling, 24 own illustrious career spanned
Billy
the
and
heat
fast
the
taking
The U.S. Davis Cup star from opened Monday, the Pilic case
Nancy Hutson and Frances
13 and Ronnie 27 years.
White,
Jerry
Jr.;
feature race.
Sea Pines, S.C., was one of 71 proved an even bigger disHowe. 45, said in Detroit a Miller.
42.
The feature was full of ex- Francis,
Annie Knight, Beverly Spann, players who have threatened to traction. Few cared who had
race-Bob Canter, week ago that the Aeros had ofLosers'
and
bumping
cars
with
citrnent
won the first round matches:
James McKinney, 78; fered him a $1 million deal. It Marilyn Adkins and Mary boycott the tournament.
banging into each other and USA-4;
were an- they all wanted to know what
a 8500,000 bonus Contri.
include
the
seedings
Loyce
As
would
13;
White,
Jerry
even a few almost going over
Chitwood, Patsy nounced, these players were was happening in the Queen's
Irene
Rodgers, 115 and Mike Jackson, for signing and 8500,000 more to
the hill.
Miller, Ruth Wilson and still waiting to hear the ruling bench division of the high
be spread over four years.
16.
of
42
Ronnie Francis,
of a British high court judge on court.
The Aeros' signing of the Jerelene Sullivan.
Winners' race-Jesse Ladd,
Hopkinsville, was put out of
Gorof
courting
and
Jr.;
boys
14
Howe
Woodfrod,
whether Nikki Pilic, banned
77;
Melvin
Though the main focus of atcommission during this race
Yugoslav star, will be allowed tention was on the judicial
12; Charlie die himself, set off grumbling
Griffin,
Wendell
of
Jr.
14
and Melvin Woodford,
to compete.
Jett, 60 and Bill Keeling, 24 Jr. among NH1, officials.
court, Erik van Dillen from San
Set
Paducah, was almost across the
Detroit Red Wings owner Funeral Services
Pilic is under suspension by Mateo, Calif qualified twice
Feature race-Charlie Jett,
to
next
posts
the
when
line
finish
the International Lawn Tennis for the tournament while Jim60; Jesse Ladd, 77; Wendall Bruce Norris attempted to keep
During the next 24 hours, she'll breathe about
the speaker's stand got in the
CHICAGO t AP ) - Funeral Federation and the 71 all-men my Conners of Philadelphia
12; Loyce Rodgers, 115; Howe and the NHI, offered him
Griffin,
quarts of air. Her nose and lungs will filter
16,000
way.
Wednesbe held
players of the Association of also advanced.
Bill Hay, 97, James McKinney, a job with the league in an ef- services will
dirt and pollen.
the
out
fort to keep him from jumping day for Ephraim "Sharkey" Tennis Professionals have said
you cary let a Honeywell Electronic Air
Or
Mrs. Margaret Court of AusThe slow heat went to Jesse 78 and Jerry White, 13.
White
Chicago
former
Colledge,
Pilic
unless
WHA.
up most of that stuff before she does.
rival
play
sniff
the
the
they
to
won
will
not
round
Cleaner
26e,
first
Todd,
her
the
Charles
won
did
tralia
as
Ladd, 77 of Reidland,
manager who Is allowed on court.
equipment
clean air machine fits right in
Sox
Honeywell
Clarence
The
President
race
NHL
car
hobby
Sandberg
the
of
Christina
Canter,
heat
first
match from
winner's race. Bobby
air conditioning system. It
your
77.
of
of
age
the
at
ductwork
the
Sunday
died
was
the
about
Romania
complained
of
file
heat
Campbell
hobby car
Nastase
of Sweden while Chris Evert of
all the pollen ... and up to
USA-4 of Mayfield, won the while the second
of
99%
to
up
the
traps
for
worked
Colledge
men;
The
Aeros signing teen-agers.
seeded second among the
went to Ronnie Spears, 60.
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., defeated
95% of all the smoke,
losers' race.
from 1922 until his John Newcombe of Australia,
dust, dirt and other airThe hobby car feature was NHI, doesn't sign anyone under White Sox
The Honeywell
Laura Rossuw of South Africa.
Slow heat-Jesse Ladd, 77; retirement in 1967.
clean air machine%
007. 20.
third; Arthur Ashe of Richdriving
borne particles passRay
understand
Lee
Jr
don't
by
taken
really
"I
14
Woodford,
Melvin
ing through it.
mond, Va., fourth; Ken Rose- why they take so long to decide
So when you cool
wall of Australia, fifth; Tom the case," said Stan Smith,
air in your •home,
the
s,
Netherland
the
Oldter of
reigning Wimbledon champion
to clean it, too.
sure
be
sixth; Marty Riessen of Evans- from Sea Pines, S.C. He is one
And really air conditon, Ill., seventh; Roy Emerson of the players who have said
tion it!... with the
of Australia, eighth; Tom Gor- they will boycott Wimbledon
Honeywell Electronic
Air Cleaner.
man of Seattle, ninth, and Cliff unless Pilic plays.
She'll breathe cleanRichey of Sarasota, Fla., 10th.
The case has now taken up
Insurance - Bonds - Real Estate — 108 E. 12th St., Benton
It Ste right in the duCtsvOrk.
So will you. Your
er.
clean
Amerithe
seeded
enjoy
The only other
And you
two days. The judge is hearing
conditioner will
air
all year round'
beneritS
can was Bob I,utz of Los Ange- It in chambers-meaning the
during the heat r.g, coohng
more efficiently.
work
and ,n-between
les, 14th.
press and public are not admitAnd your house will
In the women's wedings, Bil- ted. And nobody concerned in
stay cleaner longer.
Honeywell
with the Honeywell
lie Jean King of IA,ng Beach, the case is allowed to say what
clean air machine.
Calif., was seeded second; is happening.
Evonne Goolagong of Australia,
Wimbledon normally anthird; Chris Evert of Fort Lau- nounces 16 seeded players in
derdale, Fla , fourth, and Rose- the men's singles. Most of them
/nary Casals of San Francisco, would be expected to come
from the 71. who have threat•
The Pilic case has given the ened to boycott the tournament.

By GEORGE FOREMAN
With Paul McCarthy
Oakland Tribune Writer
HAYWARD, Calif. (AP)- I
don't like to fight those slick,
jabbing guys because they
make it tough to get inside and
work on the body.
They usually move around
well, and you spend half your
time trying to get off first,
beating them to the punch.
Now when you start evaluating leading contenders-especially those with an effective
jab-you might just as well begin with the legend from Louisville.

Bourassa Is
Winner Of
Tournament

MUHAMMAD - AU-People
put up with him because of
what he's done in the past-the
way he stood up, how he talks
on television and for what he
used to do.
If they judged him on his recent fights, he would 't be such
a favorite. A lot of times he's
not in shape and doesn't slip
punches real well.
In fact, he's not really a good
fighter any more.
For a guy who talks about
how he never got hurt, All
could destroy the game. Every
time I look on television, it
seems heeither.fias-a puffed up
or stitched up eye or his jaw's
all swollen up or wired shut or
something.
'Still, he has to be the best
boxer around. As soon as the
bell rings, he comes out snapping his left jab. The guy with
the best jab has the best show,
and his is the best when he gets
it working.
But Ali has slowed down a lot
and doesn't have any right
hand any more. I went to see
him just before the Norton
fight, and I could tell he'd lost
something-a certain glow in
his face was missing. It was
like somebody had stolen something. Some kind of snap was
gone ...

Dock Ellis Continues Mastery
Over Fergy Jenkins And Cubs

Junior Golf
Day Is Held
At Calloway

Ladies Day
To Be Held
At Calloway

Howe Ready
To Ink Pact
With Aeros

*

Charlie Jett Winner
At Reidland Raceway

Smith And Court Are
Favored In Wimbledon

Breathe
deep,
honey.

(1W11clean the air you breathe.)

Morgan, Trevathan 8 Gunn, Inc.
NOW HAS A LOCAL NUMBER

For the Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
THE NUMBER TO CALL

753-6434

Freed-Cotham Company
802 Chestnut Murray, Kentucky
Phone (502) 753-4832
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2. Costs, already "soaring
wildly," will continue to spiral.
He cited several factors
that probably have contributed to the enrollment decline. Among them were the
failure of parents to perceive
the "intrinsic value" of a
Catholic education, the academic superiority of neighboring public schools, high
tuition rates, lower birthrates, a rejection of institutionalized doctrine and
morality, and antipathy toward the idea of Catholic
schools.
The primary factor, in his
view, has been the migration
of families from city parishes
to suburban parishes that
have no plans for building
schools.
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rk. Public Relations
Notebook
By J. Neil Woodruff, Pen.
Associate Professor of Journalism
Murray State University

Practically all activity in among all members of a
which people engage today congregation. And, of course, a
requires some type of public pastor or minister is the public
,relations program, either writ- relations director of any parA
congregation„
ten or unwritten. Many ticular
businesses and organizations minister has a multiple public
carry on good and often ex- relations duty to perform. Not
public relations only does he deal with the
tensive
programs without formally various groups and individuals
describing its activities as within his church but he must
public relations. One such con- continually be conscious of
tinuous public relations maintaining the best image for
program is carried on by chur- his church within a particular
community.
ches.
Perhaps our greatest freedom
A church is made up of
today is that each person may people. The church ,bgililing
worship in the church of his does not make a chach. Iris
choice. And continued growth the interaction of the overall
in membership is one of the ob- congregation that either sucjectives of each individual cessfully or unsuccessfully
church. Each desires to expand promotes the church program
its membership and satisfy the and its objectives.
personal religious needs of its
Perhaps no other activity
total membership.
today is as completely depenMost chtrrehes use com- dent upon the relationships of
munications tools which are individuals as that found in a
considered strictly in the public church body. And it is most
relations area. Many churches disheartening to read and hear
broadcast their Sunday services where either ministers or memon radio. Others have special bers of congregations bicker or
programs of various types on make accusations against each
television. And practically all other. Particularly since the
churches prepare publicity Bible clearly states: A house
releases for distribution to divided against itself shall not
newspapers concerning ac- stand.
tivities within various churApparently, an overwhelming
ches.
Churches also furnish mem- majority of churches are perbers and non-members with forming their function in the
numerous publications and proper perspective. But the
literature concerning particular truly successful church program
churches. Some publish a must be that which does not let
church newspaper, compile its program and relationships
bulletins, and prepare other in- stray from the clear-cut
formation for distribution to a guidelines provided in the
congregation. It is stimulating Scriptures. All persons should
to realize that such widespread strive to see the light and make
activity is present It shows certain that this light shines to
positively that church groups brighten lives and create proper
are using all means available relationships among people.
in communicating with its
members as well as nonTexas has 900 organized
members.
land disposal sites for
The successful function of municipal refuse, occupying 40
any church body is dependent square miles of land.
upon the relationship existing

Our reputation
is on the line
--BELTONE HEARING AID SERVICE
We sincerely want to provide the best possible service
to the hearing handicapped of this area. We ask,
therefore, that you get in touch with us if you have a
problem with a hearing aid-Beltone or any other
make.
If you feel you are not getting full benefit from your
aid, please bring it in to our offices and let us clean it
and make any minor adjustments that may be needed.
Often, that's all it takes to get a quality hearing aid
back into good operating condition, and we're happy to
do it without charge.
If you'd rather just sit down and talk about your
hearing problem and some of the ways hearing
problems can be helped today, we'll take the time to do
it. And again, we'll do it without any charge whatsoever.
We strongly feel that every unsolved hearing
problem-every unresolved
complaint about a
hearing aid could affect our reputation. We are jealous
of that reputation and we know that if you are unhappy
with the service you are receiving or with the hearing
aid you have, word gets around. It eats away at our
good name.
So if you have a problem with your hearing aid or the
service you are receiving, please call or come in. We
sincerely feel we can show you the better way to better
hearing.
HEARING AID SERVICE
703 Jefferson
Paducah, Ky.
Telephone 443-4594
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Analyst expects
stock mart slide
By JACK WEBB
Copley News Service
LA JOLLA, Calif. - Benjamin Graham thinks the stock
market is going to plummet to
630 again.
"I don't see any reason why
it shouldn't," said Graham in
an interview. "I don't think
the market is any firmer than
it was in '69 or '70."
1970, of course, is the disastrous year when the stock
market crumbled after reaching the heady heights of 900
plus, bringing fear and trembling to Wall Street and near
panic to the small investor.
And it was aLso the year that
showed Ben Graham to be
right again - for just a few
years before Graham had
said the mArket was "too
high" and are "dangerous"
level.
Graham, now 79, is one of
the world's most successful
and renowned stock market
analysts, author of the durable book "The Intelligent Investor" (now in its fifth edition ) which outlines and
elaborates his conservative
Investment system.
In his career, which
spanned the depression and,
World War 11 and ended in
semiretirement in 1956, he has
made many men millionaires
with his cautious market advice.
Sitting in his richly furnished la Jolla apartment
overlooking the blue Pacific
Ocean bay, surrounded by
evidence that the market can,
indeed, make men rich,
Graham who has the wise old
eyes of a man who is equally
the
reading
at home
"Odyssey" in the original
Greek and counting dollars)
advised caution in the months
ahead.
One reason, said Graham,
is that stocks have become
less attractive to many small
investors than bonds, which
offer up to an 8 per cent return
on the original investment.
said
"It's
obvious,"
Graham, "that a stock that
was worth $12 a share when
bonds gave 3 per cent interest
should be worth less now. And
the investors are beginning to
realize it."
Graham also has nothing
but harsh words for the socalled glamor or growth
stocks, the high-fliers that are
bought in the hope of doubling, tripling or quadrupling
your investment.
"The high multipliers for
growth stocks are a good reason for seeing a coming strong
decline in the market," said
Graham.
"Take the McDonald's
Corp., for example, the hamburger chain which sold for 13
billion on the stock market. I
wonder who figured out that
valuation for the stock offer.
And I also wonder how many
years it would take to get a 10
per cent growth on such a
valuation, and what sort of
risk the investor would be
running in the meantime.
"Or take a firm which sold
to the market at $20 billion. I
just wonder how many times
you can multiply $20 billion
and get a good return on your
investment."
Graham is not advising that
everyone get out of the market and go to bonds.
"There are still some good
buys on the market," said
Graham. "And 1 would always advise a balanced investment policy because, for
example, there might be a
considerable though unforeseen period of prosperity

Catholic education
crisis hits peak

coining up which would seem
to justify higher prices.
"There is an inherent value
to balanced investment in any
case. There's always the possibility that you can be all
wrong in your predictions
about what the market will
do"

dence of what the directory
termed a "complete reversal," with a drop of 21.3 per
cent in the number of Catholic
institutions and 30.4 per cent
in .the number of students. By
actual count, the full-time
pupils in Catholic elementary
and secondary schools shrank
more than 263,000 -6 per cent
- during 1972.
A further decline in enrollment was foreseen in the decrease of nearly 80,000 in the
number of baptisms in 1972,
continuing a trend that began
in 1962.
Catholicism generally like most of the nation's major Protestant bodies - continued a slump that began in
the mid-sixties after years of
remarkable growth in all
areas. However, the most
marked decline in Catholicism occurred in primary and
secondary education, which
plays a relatively minor role
in Protestantism.
Concern about parochial
education has risen as the situation has worsened. Efforts
have been made to obtain relief from the state and federal
governments in the form of
outright subsidies, educational supplies and tax credits for
parents. None has gained .
much ground, although President Nixon favors some aid
for parochial schools in return
for their easing the load of
public education.
America, the independent
Jesuit weekly, recently de-

By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service

Hospital Report
June 13, 1973
ADULTS 106
NURSERY 5
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Grace Mae Gilbert, Rt,
2, Murray, Mrs. Janet Lee
Robinson, 1501 Belmonte,
Murray, Mrs. Ann Lemons,
Gatesbrough Circle, Murray,
Mrs. Robbie Ann Key and Baby
Girl, 1263 Payne, Murray, Jesse
Wells Lassiter, 506 Vine St.,
Murray, Asher Sherman
Farris, 609 S. 9th St., Murray,
Mrs. Eva Mae Wofford, 218 S.
12th St., Murray.
ACT SIGNED
On June 12, 1934, President
Franklin Roosevelt signed the
Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act authorizing him to
negotiate trade treaties without the express permission of
Congress.
ARMY FOUNDED
On June 14, 1775, the U.S.
Army was founded with the
authorization by Congress to
recruit 10 companies of riflemen to serve the Colonies.

NEW YORK - The crisis in
Roman Catholic education
has reached a new peak and no solutions are in sight.
Catholic parochial schools
are caught in a squeeze between spiraling costs and lower enrollments. Their problems are compounded by a
decline in the religious emphasis in their curricula as a
result of a reduction in the
number of nuns and priests in
the classroom and religious
apathy on the part of many
parents.
According to the Official
Catholic Directory for 1973,
just issued by P. J. Kenedy &
Sons, the first parochial
school faculty census, taken
in 1944, showed only 7,633 8.25 per cent - to be lay
teachers. The rest were nuns
and priests, who labored for a
fraction of what the lay faculty received.
Today parochial schools
have 103,783 lay teachers,
comprising 56.6 per cent of the
over-all faculties. Their pay is
competitive with that of public-school instructors.
At the start of the national
enrollment boom in 1945 there
were 10,912 parochial educational institutions with 2.59
million students. The numbers rose steadily through
1965, when there were more
than six million pupils in Roman Catholic schools.
Today's figures are evi-

voted an entire issue to the
Catholic educational crisis.
Among those who aired their
views was the Rev. William
E. McManus,auxiliary bishop
of the Archdiocese of Chicago
and a member of Mr. Nixon's
Commission on School Finance.
He pinpointed two "stark
realities" looming in the future:
1. Parochial school enrollment will continue to drop for
the "foreseeable future" at a
rate of about6 per cent a year.

Phone 753-2975

Open Under'New Management

FREE! FAST!! HOT! DELIVERY
To insure the hottest delivery in town, we use portable
ovens to insure you of a fresh and hot meal.
* Every Tuesday *

SPAGHETTI
sot'.̀1
SPECIAL(Garlic Bread Included

9

Compare Our Quality, Atmosphere, Service & Cleanliness
Open 11:00 a.m. Every Day
With Anyone!

Federal Si
Market Re
Federal State Ma
Service
Wednesday, June 1
Ky.
Farmers Livestoc
Livestock weighed
Cattle this week 60
Calves this week 2(
I
Compared to
Slaughter cows
steady, feeders stea
Slaughter Cows:
34.25- Cutter 28.00-3
25.00-28.00.
Slaughter Bulls: '
1,000 lbs., 37.00-40.(
Feeder Steers:
lbs., 61.00-70.00,
58.00-61.00. mixed
Choice 300-400 lbs.
400-500 lbs., 56.00-6
500-600 lbs., 53.00300-400 lbs., 56.00lbs., 53.00-56.00,
50.00-53.00.

The hummingbird famik
includes 319 species.

Fast Print Copy Center
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
SERVICES, INC.
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING

WHILE -YOU -WAIT

1 TO 1,000 COPIES

PRINTING AND

Camera Ready Copy Only.

DUPLICATING

1

504-8 MAIN STREET - PHONE 753-4662
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

42071

Feeder Heifers:
400 lbs., 52.00-55.00,
50.00-53.00, mixed
Choice 300-400 lbs.
400-500 lbs., 47.004
lbs., 45.00-48.00,(
lbs., 47.00-50.00,
43.0047.00, 500-600
43.00.
Mayfield Feeder I
Wednesday, June 1
Ky.
Recipts 502
Compared to last
Pigs sold per CIA
lower
US- 1 and 2 25-34 1
35-44 lbs., 63.75
4.5-54 lbs., 56.25
55-64 lbs., 50.00
over 65 lbs., 46.75
under 25 lbs., 70.50
US 3s-25-34 lbs., 58
35-44 lbs., 59.50
55-64 lbs., 51.50
over 65 lbs., 50.00
under 25 lbs., 60.00

US-43-25-34 lbs., 58.
35-44 lbs., 36.50
55-64 lbs., 51.50
over 65 lbs., 42.50

Gillette

GOLDEN

REAR

•12/32 Tread Depth

GILLETTE EXECUTIVE PREMIUM

•7$

SOf111111

Design

• White Sidewan

C78-13 '19.73*
C78-14
19.73
E78-14
20.63
F78-14

2/.53

078-14
W78-14

22.45
23.35
22.45

78-13
N78-13
J78-15
1.78-13

* Grand °penult Special *
• Istimeered far 111.6-Spood
• 4-P1y Nylopa Card 12/32"
• Cool Esenies, boy Wm*
• Extremely Oslo
• Oststruilag Control
ONE LOW/MICE IN
EACH GROUP
PITS
73-5-741)78-14
773-14/F78-14
825-74/078-14
825-13/078-13
s 995* Bleck er
Whitewalls

•it Ply Polyester Cord

,

23.3$
24.
23.15

835-123178-14
833-13/H78-13
883-14/J78-14

ALL TIRES PRICES PLUS PAT.

$88:11;iCfri

1.93-3.71 AND
TIRE OFF THE CAR
Low, Low, Price-Our

way ot saying Thanks on our

$2195*

/

Grand Opening Sale.

Block or

Whitewalls
.
2
...el
=•••••

••••••••• •••••

2 Wide
/
•up lo 91

Gillette WIDE, WIDE
Sprint GT-60

•12/32 Tread Depth

RAYON BELTED

Gillette Kodiak Steel Belted
Th. Latest and Grootost

•Rayon Bolt

"Boar For Wear"
•Payton Cord Body
••.'•
•••

••• •••

•••

•
•" •
••• •
•

104., V6N

•60 Series Design

Not jest one Istil •Lt9
.belts *I' steel
cord. *sot on top ol bet ftatasji
to* polyester card plies

•Raised White Letters

F60-14 '35.0.5*
1460-14
39.55
F60-15
35.05
1 146015
39.55
.aori==go
0
ilborglass bolted
Ihriseel whlt• letters
A70-13

'22.43*

P70-14

ir kw

Tit '
1241 Tread Depth
lor Phis Milesge
TA Series Design

211.73

Tw• Polyester ford Body

070-14'

30.33

Two Inserted Steel Belts

070-13
1470-1

30.33
32.33

#.11t,()! :1,11111 11
Wheel
MULTI-STYLE

THE WHEEL

/4
$

vu 8

\ CHROME
WHEEL

14x6.75
SIZE

WITH CENTER

ALSO AVAILABLE
' SIZES UP TO 15x10
AT COMPARABLE
LOW PRICES

+117$-IS

LEATHER I
-A model v
colored leat
dress with ft
jacket as pal
ber's fall colle
in New York
parades bef(
editors.

4124

LEADERS FROM THE WORD "GO"

11w

•

1

Pagliars Pizza

510 Main

PAGE SEVEN

1457
Carripiete north center
and lee Noe

Real Wheels am=
CHECK EWING'S WHEEL
DEAL 14x6
Cannier, with center and
let nuts.

$3895
ALSO AVAILABLE
SIZE LIP

•4%k ,A!,411

TO 15.10

AT COMPARABLE
LOW PRICES

No Money Down-No Finance Charge FREE Refreshments- Be sure to stop by
and have a Free Coke on us!
6 Months To Pay
WITH APPROVED CRIDIT

808 Coldwater Road
Near 5 Points

EWING TIRE SERVICE
Hours Mon. thru Frt. 7.30-5.30

Saturday 7:305:00

Phone 753.3164
Murray, Ky.

Main at 71

173
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Federal State
Market Report

a

It

PIP&

•

Federal State Market News
Service
Wednesday, June 13, Mayfield,
Ky.
Farmers Livestock Market;
Livestock weighed on arrival.

Prices Good thru Sunday, June 24

Cattle this week 600
Calves this week 20
last week:
Compared to
Slaughter cows and bulls
steady, feeders steady to weak.
Slaughter Cows: Utility 31.0034.25- Cutter 72.00-31.00, Canner
25.00-28.00.
Slaughter Bulls: Utility over
1,000 lbs., 37.00-40.00.
Feeder Steers: Choice 300-400
lbs., 61.00-70.00, 400-500 lbs.,
58.00-61.00. mixed Good and
Choice 300-400 lbs., 59.00-61.00,
400-500 lbs., 56.00-60.00.
500-600 lbs., 53.00-56.00-, Good
300-400 lbs., 56.00-59.00, 400-500
lbs., 53.00-56.00, 500-600 lbs.,
50.00-53.00.
Feeder Heifers: Choice 300400 lbs., 52.00-55.00, 400-500 lbs.,
50.00-53.00, mixed Good and
Choice 300-400 lbs., 50.00-52.00,
400-500 lbs., 47.00-50.00, 500-600
lbs., 45.00-48.00, Good 300-400
lbs., 47.00-50.00, 400-500 lbs.,
43.00-47.00, 500-600 lbs., 40.0043.00.
Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale.
Wednesday, June 13, Mayfield,
Ky.
Recipts 502
Compared to last week
Pigs sold per CWT $4.00-6.00
lower
US-land 2 25-34 lbs 69.75
35-44 lbs., 63.75
45-54 lbs., 56.25
55-64 lbs., 50.00
over 65 lbs., 46.75
under 25 lbs., 70.50
US 38-25-34 lbs., 58.00
35-44 lbs., 59.50
55-64 lbs., 51.50
over 65 lbs., 50.00
under 25 lbs., 60.00

GILLETTE TRACI! RAZOR

All Items Available Nashville Stores,
Most Items Available All Stores!

With Special Cricket Lighter Offer!

LADIES KNIT

TANK TOPS
00

TRAC II BLADES

Comp. at 3.49
Choose from a large selection
of 100% polyester tank tops
in many styles, colors and
sizes!

With Special Cricket Lighter Offer!
Package of 9
Comp. at 2.49

LADIES SHORT„

SHORTS
100% nylon short shorts
with elastic waistbani,
mock cuff. Sizes 8 'a
16 in assorted color-,

Reg. 37c

77

Comp at

LADIES

JAMAICAS
LATEST - Engaged American Liza Minelli and Briton
Peter Sellers stroll in Shepperton studio, London, England.

Many famous brand 160 count
paper
napkins and paper
towels.

Aka:

4-H Members Attend
Kentucky 4-H Week

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Ken- discuss 4-H Youth in the
the
and
tucky 4-H Week, with the theme Community,"
"4-H Makes A Difference in My Representatives hear a talk on
Community," has attracted "4-H Makes a Difference,' by
US-45-25-34 lbs., 58.00
nearly 1,000 young people from Laurel True, state Secretary of
35-44 lbs., 36.50
throughout the state here to the Human Resources. A trip to the
55-64 lbs., 51.50
University of Kentucky this state Capitol at Frankfort also
over 65 lbs., 42.50
is planned for Wednesday.
week, June 11-14.
On Thursday, the Senior 4-H
A two-in-one conference for
selected 4-H'ers, the state 4-H Congress delegates elect state
separate 4-H officers for the coming year
features
Week
daytime programs for seniors and attend a final joint session
(ages 14-19) and for younger 4- of Congress to debate and act on
H'ers(ages 11-13). At the Junior resolutions developed by the
4-H Conference, the younger 4- different sub-committees
H'ers are exploring career during the week.
Meanwhile, some 450 younger
opportunities, while the seniors
are finding out about the federal 4-Hers are touring UK subject
legislative system and studying matter departments as part of
problems in their home com- the Junior 4-H Conference,
munities during the Senior 4-H where they are hearing how
their 4-H project work relates to
Congress.
The 500 seniors are serving as different career opportunities._
Senators and Representatives On Tuesday morning and afsub-committee ternoon and Wednesday morin
and,
hearings, debating seven dif- ning, they are visiting—
ferent community concerns: according to their interests—
4-H different departments in the IJIC
relations,
human
organization, recreation College of Agriculture and
programs, ecology, social Home Economics. Wednesday
Thursday
and
problems, career opportunities, afternoon
morning,they are going to other
and 4-H leadership.
Each county group was University Departments, and,
assigned to one of these areas on Thursday afternoon, tours of
before Congress and delegates the Proctor and Gramble Co.
have researched their topic— and of two horse farms near
holding local hearings, in most Lexington are planned.
The 4-Hers arrive in
cases—at home to prepare them
for their Congress roles. Expert Lexington Monday afternoon
mostly (June 11), and at the opening
—
"witnesses"
University of Kentucky faculty general session Monday night
and staff members and for both junior and senior
Lexington professionals—are groups, UK basketball coach
"testifying" at the different Joe Hall is speaking on "The
Senate and House sub- Game of Life".
The two groups also meet
committee hearings before
together on Tuesday and
debate begins:
Kentucky Senator Walter Wednesday nights. The Rev.
LEATHER FASHION
Huddleston speaks to the 4- Oddvar Berg, a Sheffield, Ala.
— A mbdel wears ivoryH'ers on the topic "The minister, is speaking on the
halter
colored leather
Democratic Way" at a joint topic "To Be An American" on
dress with fur trimmed
night. Wednesday
session of the Senate and House Tuesday
jacket as part of Weinon Tuesday night, "The New Directions," a
Representatives
of
shown
collection
fall
ber's
morning. On Wednesday, the Murray singing group, and the
in New York City. Model
Band
fashion
Senators hear Rev. Marshall Fort Knox Military
parades before
Leggett, Lexington minister, provide entertainment for the 4editors.
H ers.
Thursday night's program for
the seniors features Lenny
Lyles, director of public
relations for the Brown and
Williamson Tobacco Co. and a
former professional football
player for the Baltimore Colts,
and Lt. Gov. Julian Carroll as
speakers at the Congressional
Banquet, which is followed by
an Inaugural Ball. That night,
the younger 4-Hers go to
Keeneland Race Track for a
barbecue, party and dance.
The 4-H'ers leave for home
Friday morning, June 15. Accompanying them to Lexington
and staying with them at UK's
Tower Complex are more than
100 Extension agents and adult
volunteer leaders.

Reg. 43c

100% polyester 3
styles. Sizes e *c
assorlec
in
18
colors.
Comp 3.49

12': ounce
size

Baby your
Hair with
1-0.4444-014
BABY
SHAMPOO
OR
NO MORE
TANGLES

i
_moms_
( i,i VA4

Johnson & Johnson
200 SWABS

TERRY LINED -TV
PLASTIC PANTS

Reg. 1.47
12 ou

e size

tor 1 00
Rog. 660
lined
panty
plastic
Sturdy
with soft terry.

COSCO
PLAY PEN

1

Rog. 24.88
Folds flat, including built-in
pad. 40" x 40", 29" high.
Strong white netting, vinylcovered top rai I._

DIAPERS

2

YOUR CHOICE
Reg. 77C

CHUX
DISPOSABLE

BAGGED
SHREDDED FOAM
COSCO BAR STOOL
44
Rag. 19.88
Assorted colors to match the
decor of your home!

4sy
......6.0.
i ,
y.
Ail i•;'

COMFORTABLE
BED PILLOWS

ASSORTED
VACUUM BAGS

2

00

for 1

A decorative idea for your
furniture! A large selectibn!

Stock up with plenty Of pillows at this low Big K price!

Reg 77c

Sizes to fit all vacuu

Quiet, but powerful! Swivel
top, 4 attachments!

We Want Your
Home Loan

Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch

Main at 7th St.

EQUAL HOUSING

LENDER

Phone 753-7921

LINDBERGH HONORED
On Juni, 11, 1927. President
Calvin Coolidge presented the
first Distinguished Flying
Cross to Charles A I Andbergh
after his historic flight across
the Atlantic.
Pass Christian, Miss., was
that state's first resort town.

WOMENS SANDAL

MENS CANVAS
DECK SHOE

LADIES
CRINKLE S6UFF
133
Comp., at 2.79

All-over manmade material
with wood look sledge heel.
Teens and worrens sizes to
10 in white.

9-9 Mon. Sat
1-6 Sunday

Sturdy canvas uppers with
soles.
PVC
longwear ing
Sizes 6'h to 11 n assorted
colors.

Solid or two tone style with
brass button trim. Sizes to 10
in assorted colors.

Bel Air Shopping Center
— Acres of Free Parking —
Equal Opportunity Employer

BANKAMERICARD
••/...v./v

753-8777

THONGS
FOR EVERYONE
18contp. at 49c
•
Favorite all rubber thongs for
beach or backyard' Sizes for
all in assorted colors.
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U.S. urged
to face
challenge

LERMANS

Truck-LOAD

U.
III
111
.
Ill
Ii

RETREAT FROM VICTORY; by Drew Middleton;
Hawthorn; 250 pages; 67.95.

III
ill
lii

iii
Drew Middleton, a veteran
newsman and observer of
world events, fears that the
United States is losing the
reputation it long held abroad
as the champion of the rule of
Law.
His "Retreat from Victory"
gives chapter and verse with
what he claims is proof of the
view he takes. Some might
say that he takes an odd view,
considering he is a New York
Times man, but his thoughts
will have appeal for rightists,
centrists and leftists in turn —
and most of all he makes all
Americans think more about
banks of Kentucky Lake and
JUST SITTING—Ten Buckingham, 67, of Murray, relr -es on the
the destiny of their country.
fishing.
does a Mlle
He seems to want America
Photo by Wilson Woolley
to regain its place as a world
leader and a complete defender of the right.
He starts with the postWorld War I period of return
to isolation and sees in It —
the eras of Warren Harding,
Calvin Coolidge and Herbert
Hoover — the seed of today's
drift into more isolationism.
He finds World War II as the
high point in U.S. prestige,
when we put our wealth and
military home-building conour lives on the line for the
satellite, and unmanned
wanted
cepts. The Pentagon
By FRANK MACOMBER
free world only to fritter away
earth-orbiting laboratory for
better, more economical
Military-Aerospace Writer
weightless study of living orour global prestige with what
housing for service families.
Copley News Service
ganisms in space.
he — and many more — call
beginthe
only
was
That
In the early 1960s division
"no win" Korean War
the
divining. Since 1970 the GE
Missiles are a far cry from
officials began to look down
policy.
sion which once turned out
modules — housing modules,
the road to find out how aero"What is evident," he says,
only space products has dethat is. Yet America's aerospace skills and technology
-is that the 'no win' policy in
dwell1,300
than
more
signed
space industry, looiung ahead
could be harnessed to such
Korea did not save us from
ing units for government
to the day when there won't be
earthly projects as solutions
expenditure of blood
further
developagencies or private
enough military and civilian
to environmental and social
in Asia (Viettreasure
and
ers, and business is getting
business for all the companies
problc ins.
nam). On that basis, can we
time.
the
all
better
es,
which turn out au-plan
Beginning in 1964 the diviexpect that a no win' policy in
Recently GE introduced a
rockets and spacecraft, is tetVietnam will have any differthe
for
sion
began
working
apartnew line of garden
ting into the housing field.
result"
ent
and
cities
federal
government
ments in the northeastern
Take the Reentry and EnviHe has very little use for
like New York and PhiladelStates.
United
Division
Systems
ronmental
Dwight Eisenhower as a presphia on programs to improve
The division's first job was
of General Electric, at Philaident and blames turn for the
water
in
quality
estuaries,
and
architectural
to provide
delphia. Its officials decided
lack of U.S. response in the
water-sewer
department
production engineering serthat when people no longer
abortive Hungarian revolutax
rolls,
operations,
vices for a 200-unit project at
needed aerospace products
tion of 1956 — "tragic for the
education,
sewage
treatment,
VicBase,
Force
Air
George
shelter.
need
would
they still
Hungarians and, in the long
hospital
on,
administrati
a
came
Then
Calif.
has
torville,
Since 1956 the division
run,damaging for the position
and
fire
police
department
Norton
at
250-unit contract
pioneered in civilian and miliof the United States in East•.
-operations.
Air Force Base, San Bernartary space programs.
ern Europe."
In 1967 came the big one —
dino, Calif.
Its milestones included reMiddleton thinks John F.
GE
remodular
housing.
single
igned
major
Division-des
all
for
systems
entry
Kennedy was far more aware
to
a
Defense
sponded
Departindwellings
ntal
multifamily
and
Air Force intercontine
of what Europe was all about
ment request to develop new
cluded s'eel-studded cast
ballistic missiles, and the Riothan was Eisenhower — even
plaster walls, central utility
though history does not suscores for heating, cooling,
tain that belief — and applumbing and electrical serplauds Kennedy for his undersilispray-applied
a
and
vice
of Charles cie Gaulle.
standing
At
cone roofing system.
that America by
worries
He
George AFB honeycomb floor
the time of the 1976 Bicentenpanels were an innovation.
nial will have sunk into "a
Along came the Depart- comfortable senescence, pay,
FOR WEDNESDAY JUNE 211, 1973
ment of Housing and Urban
ing lip service to the ideals
Development with its Opera- whose pursuit once made us
Look in the section in which SAGITTARIUS
tion Breakthrough to develop great, but avoiding any naCT
your birthday comes and find (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
module apartments. GE put tional exertion demanding our
according
is,
highly
Jupiter
beneficent.
outlook
what your
its aerospace know-how to abiding support for those
You can make solid progress
to the stars.
work to design an all-electric, ideals."
now in both business and
48-unit project in Memphis,
While at first glance MidARIES
financial affairs. OrganiTenn The apartments in- dleton might seem to be tak(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
zational
also
favored.
efforts
cluded many of the features ing a purely negative view of
Curb a tendency to scatter
used in the earlier military
your forces. Don't try to do too CAPRICORN
U.S. policies and global enerhousing and added double gies, that is not so. He has
many things at one time or try (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
walls, floors and ceilings to done an excellent analysis, as
Don't let your impulses
to be in too many places at once.
insure soundproofing.
he sees it, of U.S. positions
It can't be done!
dominate logic — especially in
TAURUS
situations where finances are
Associates, of and actions concerned with
Equity
First
t ' involved. RecklesFness with
'W
r
I Apr. 21 to May 21)
Boston, hired GE to design 160 those positions.
You may feel unusually money now could prove
And, he does urge his coungarden apartments for Operambitious now, but DO realize disastrous later.
try to "face the challenges of
in
Breakthrough
ation
your limitations. If you don't,
Nashua, N.H., at Brook Vil- the coming years, or we are
AQUARIUS
you may overshoot your mark (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
lage North, New England's finished."
— with resultant disapfirst industrialized housing
Lots of action indicated in
pointment.
community.
areas that have been quiet for
GEMINI
time. Get in there while
some
There followed Operation
(May 22 to June 211
the time is ripe — and profit!
Breakthrough projects in InA cherished dream may seem
dianapolis, Ind.; in Rhode Isof PISCES
impossible
almost
land, Nevada and an FHA
realization, but don't lose faith. I Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Be willing to give the spotlight
project in Connecticut. Truly,
An almost - miraculous" bit of
GE was in the housing busiKunh's-Big K Stores Corp., a
luck could turn the tide in your to others now. By taking a back
seat temporarily you can
ness, with Taunton, Mass., the regional retail chain, anfavor.
eventually accelerate YOUR
next stop.
nounced plans for opening a
• CANCER
move forward.
new 40,000-square-foot Big K
(June 22 to July 23)
discount department store in
Be sure that your motives and
YOU BORN TODAY have an
Dickson, Tenn The store is to
meanings are clear to others.
Don't take for granted that agile mind and are extremely
be occupied in 1974
those close to you will dexterous with your hands as
Jack W. Kuhn, president, said
well. You are more serious in
automatically understand.
the new outlet will be the anchor
your outlook on life than many
LEO
store In Dickson Square, a
other Germ-liens and could
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
shopping
center
under
in
success
completing
an
outstanding
make
A better day for
on Tenn 46 betdevelopment
the
in
or
old projects than for beginning the business world
ween downtown Dickson and
new ones. Make plans for the scientific field. But you also
Interstate 40. Developer of the
latter but don't launch for 24 have a creative side, which
project is the Carl Storey
would probably best express
hours.
Company, Nashville,
the
of
in
literature
itself
VIRGO
Kuhn's Big K currently
profound type. Your intuition is
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) nP
operates 48 Big K stores and 28
A good day. Certain recent keen and you are extremely
Kunh's Variety stores, and
pressures should be lifting and sensitive - much more so than
plans to open at least 20 adsome cherished desires can be your outward bravado inditional outlets by the end of
realized. You have good friends dicates. You are gregarious,
meet people with ease and
1974. The-Dickson Big K is the
in your corner.
exchange ideas readily, would
eighth new store for which the
LIBRA
probably do very well in any
Company has signed a lease in
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 —
its 1974 expansion
Your magnetism should be occupation which involved
working overtime now so take travel and dealing with the
In addition to Tennessee, the
the initiative in advancing both public.
Company has oixrations in
•
• •
career and personal goals.
Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky
MIDRIFF-INTEREST - Red
What you ask will be given.
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
and white embossed cotton and Mississippi, and the exFOR 1573 For • personal 110 page
SCORPIO
forecast On niseith, wealth. lov• and
creates a breezy outfit for pansion program this year and,
c
et
In
,
In
cents
25
22)
plus
00
married*, send
(Oct. 24 to Nov.
Maid of Cotton 10ehra Ploch next also includes new Big K's
tom tor postage and nandlIng to
conflict
There could be scene
A deep bertha collar en- in Arkansas, Indiana
Horoscope 6001. Department, Box 173,
and
y
st
York,
New
Stetion,
Old Chorale
circles the abbreviated top Missouri.
within the family circle. If not
10011, mentioning this newspaper
above straight-legged pants
Pont your NAME, ADDRESS Mtn
involved, stay out. If you are,
Kuhn's Big K stock is listed on
with outsize pockets and
ZIP and DATE OF eiRTH fro 0* soft
don't blow a minor dispute out
you Cnrt ttse roght lornt•St for rake
white leather tie belt. A the American Stock Exchange
Up.)
/CO.Or
of proportion.
Pierre Cardin design.
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Sale Starts Thurs., June 21st

III

iii
Iii

iii

Don't Wait! Sat, June 30th is
absolutely the last day this
unusually large collection of over

SPACE AGE REPORT

300 New 1973 Style COATS

Aerospace industry
likes housing field

III
III

iii

iii
Ill
III

iii
III
Ill

Ill

Will Be Shown

iii

iii
III

SHOP NOW WHILE THIS
LARGE SELECTION OFFERS
SIZES, FABRICS,STYLES
TO PLEASE, EVERYONE'S
TASTE and at LOW, LOW
INFLATION FIGHTER PRICES.

iii
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We offer PANT COATS, and REGULAR
length styles. All come in a host of fabrics
including HARRIS TWEEDS, FUNFURS,
CAMEL HAIRS, Polyesters, Nubbies, Plushes,
Leatherettes, Suedes, Cashmeres, Shetlands, and
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OTHERS, INCLUDING MINK
TRIMS TO 89"

Kuhn's Announces
Plans For New
Dickson Store
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Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat.; 1-6 Sunday
Phone 753-8304—
BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

LEMON
POLISH REMOVER
4 Ounce
Size

DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS
PAVITIO,

FREE!

11/0/4004

!

60 Tablets

99

30 extfa
tthlets $
rOFdt
tart
bottle

With
Iron

MULTIPLE VITAMINS

pLus IRON

60
Tablets

CHILDREN S MULTIPLE VITAMINS

2.59 Value

53.49 Value

55'
Value

Baby soft.., baby safe...
For the whole family

54 SWABS

Flexible Tips

SayRite's
ow, Low
Price

ALKA-SELTZER

43 Va ue

Gillette Super Stainless
5 Blades

For upset stomach, headaches
and colds.
Antacid
12 Ounce

COTTON
SWABS

72

Tablets

1.69
Value

2.19
Value

89' Value

"The Spoiler"
IN

SNAtst•

INSTANT SHAMPOO

TABLETS

Soapless Lathering Lotion For Oily Skin
Contains NO Hexachlorophene

Works twice as fast as aspirin!
INSTAKT
SHAMPOO

36 Tablet Size
88'. Value.

i
bru
r%
go!

LOTION
6 Ounce Size

ous.
,

SayRite's
Low,
Low
Price

51.75 Value

'1.49 Value

60 Tablet Size
1.23 Value

LONG and SILKY
by CLAIROL

Say-Rites
Low, Low
Prices

165 Tablet Size
2.71 Value

An Ideal Rinse for Long Hair!

TUBE
1 Ounce Size

Time To Stock Up at These Low Prices!

1.09 Value

EFFERDENT
Sc',,
•C1.0%

Crest

DENTURE CLEANSER
TABLETS

Tooth Paste
0.l•

efierdent.
.•• °F;GT_L"-"is;'
rtf

may..
tIN.

IDVING
CARE
Hair Co/or Lotion

IN SHADESELECTOR
PACKAGES!

For Whiter Teeth!

STAM-LIAVEll ISIRCUMII 0001I Fill
.
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00000 e •••,•••

'1.13 Value

79' Value

LISTERINE
ANTISEPTIC

USTERINE

2.00 Value

Pro Double Duty

Vaseline

TOOTHBRUSH

58
Va5elifie
INTENSIVE CARE'

32 Ounces - 2.49 Value

71
/
2 ounce

69' Value

LOTION

We also have a complete
line of Pet Supplies,
Goodies and Toys for your
pets, dogs or cats, as well
as supplies for your Fish
Aquarium.
!Es

i=101•11

amom••••••

89'
Value

6 Ounces

48,
89' Value

10 Ounce

1.29 Value
1/•111•0 4M.••••

Mit••••• •••••.. =•=T•=

15 Ounce'

1.79 Value

We Guarantee that you will
save money by shopping at
Sav-Rite. Get the Saving
Habit, Shop every day at
Say-Rite!
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U.S. urged
to face
challenge

LERMANS

Truck-LOAD

Proudly Presents Its

RETREAT FROM VICTORY; by Drew Middleton;
Hawthorn; 250 pages; $7.95.
Reviewed By
JOHN PINKERMAN
Copley News Service
Drew Middleton, a veteran
newsman arid observer of
world events, fears that the
United States is losing the
reputation it long held abroad
as the champion of the rule of
law.
His "Retreat from Victory"
gives chapter and verse with
what he claims is proof of the
view he takes. Some might
say that he takes an odd view,
considering he is a New York
Times man, but his thoughts
Pm(
4.
will have appeal for rightists,
centrists and leftists in turn —
and most of all he makes all
of Kentucky Lake and
Americans think more about
JUST SITTING—Teri Buckingham. 67, of Murray, rek es on the banks
the destiny of their country.
does a little fishing.
He seems to want America
Photo by Wilson Woolley
to regain its place as a world
leader and a complete defender of the right.
He starts with the postWorld War I period of return
to isolation and sees in it —
the eras of Warren Harding,
Calvin Coolidge and Herbert
Hoover — the seed of today's
drift into more isolationism.
He finds World War U as the
high point in U.S. prestige,
when we put our wealth and
military home-building conour lives on the line for the
satellite, and unmanned
wanted
cepts. The Pentagon
By FRANK MACOMBER
free world only to fritter away
earth-orbiting laboratory for
better, more economical
Military -Aerospace Writer
weightless study of living orour global prestige with what
housing for service families.
Copley News Service
ganisms In space.
he — and many more — call
beginthe
only
was
That
In the early 1960s division
the "no win" Korean War
diviGE
the
1970
ning. Since
Missiles are a far cry from
officials began to look down
policy.
out
sion which once turned
modules — housing modules,
the roai to find out how aero"What is evident," he says,
dehas
products
space
only
aeroAmerica's
technology
Yet
that is.
space skills and
'is that the 'no win' policy in
dwell1,300
than
more
signed
space industry, looking ahead
could be harnessed to such
Korea did not save us from
ing units for government
to the day when there won't be
earthly projects as solutions
expenditure of blood
further
developprivate
enough military and civilian
to environmental and sociihit. agencies or
in Asia ( Viettreasure
and
ers, and business is getting
business for all the companies
problems.
nam ). On that basis, can we
time.
the
all
better
airplanes,
out
diviwhich turn
Beginning in 1964 de
expect that a 'no win' policy in
Recently GE introduced a
rockets and spacecraft, is totVietnam will have any differfor
sion
the
working
began
apartgarden
of
new line
tuig into the housing field.
ent
result?"
federal
and
cities
government
northeastern
ments in the
Take the Reentry and EnviHe has very little use for
like New York and PhiladelUruted States.
ronmental Systems Division
Dwight Eisenhower as a presphia on Programs to improve
The division's first job was
of General Electric, at Philaident and blames him for the
water
in
quality
estuaries,
and
architectural
provide
to
decided
delphia. Its officials
lack of U.S. response in the
water-sewer
department
production engineering serthat when people no longer
abortive Hungarian revolurolls,
tax
operations,
at
vices for a 200-unit project
needed aerospace products
tion of 1956 — "tragic for the
education, sewage treatment,
George Air Force Base, Victhey still would need shelter.
Hungarians and, in the long
n,
hospital
administratio
a
came
Then
Calif.
has
torville,
division
the
1956
Since
run,damaging for the position
and
police
fire
department
Norton
at
contract
miliand
250-unit
pioneered in civilian
of die Lotted States in East-operations.
Air Force Base, San Bernartary space programs.
ern
Europe."
—
big
1967
one
came
the
In
dino, Calif.
Its milestones included reMiddleton thinks John F
modular housing. GE reDivision-designed single
entry systems for all major
Kennedy was far more aware
sponded to a Defense Departand multifamily dwellings inAir Force intercontinental
of what Europe was all about
to
ment
request
new
develop
cast
Bios'eel-studded
the
and
cluded
ballistic missiles,
than was Eisenhower — even
utility
plaster walls, central
though history does not suscores for heating, cooling,
tain that belief — and applumbing and electrical serplauds Kennedy for his undervice and a spray-applied silistanding of Charles de Gaulle.
At
system.
roofing
cone
He worries that America by
George AFB honeycomb floor
time of the 1976 Bicententhe
panels were an innovation.
nial will have sunk into •'e
Along came the Depart- comfortable senescence, payFOR WEDNESDAY,JUNE 20, 1973
ment of Housing and Urban ing lip service to the ideals
Development with its Opera- whose pursuit once made us
Look in the section in which SAGMARIUS
tion Breakthrough to develop great, but avoiding any nayour birthday comes and find ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
module apartments. GE put tional exertion demanding our
Jupiter highly beneficent.
what your outlook is, according
its aerospace know-how to abiding support for those
can
make
solid
progress
You
stars.
to the
work to design an all-electric, ideals."
now in both business and
48-unit project in Memphis,
While at first glance MidARIES
financial affairs. Organi,4,
Tenn. The apartments in- dleton might seem to be tak(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) gY1
also
favored.
efforts
zational
cluded many of the features ing a purely negative view of
Curb a tendency to scatter
used in the earlier military
your forces. Don't try to do too CAPRICORN
U.S. policies and global enerhousing and added double gies, that is not so. He has
many things at one time or try (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)'oJ t11
walls, floors and ceilings to done an excellent analysis, as
to be in too many places at once.
Don't let your impulses
insure soundproofing.
It can't be done!
he sees it, of U.S. positions
dominate logic — especially in
TAURUS
situations where finances are
First Equity Associates, of and actions concerned with
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
involved. Recklesrness with
Boston, hired GE to design 160 those positions.
You may feel unusually money- now could prove
And, he does urge his counapartments for Opergarden
ambitious now, but DO realize disastrous later.
try to "face the challenges of
in
Breakthrough
ation
your limitations. If you don't,
Nashua, N.H., at Brook Vil- the coming years, or we are
AQUARIUS
you may overshoot your mark
lage North, New England's finished."
19)
Feb.
to
21
1Jan.
— with resultant disapfirst industrialized housing
Lots of action indicated in
pointment.
community.
areas that have been quiet for
GEMINI
some time. Get in there while
There followed Operation
21)
June
(May 22 to
the time is ripe — and profit!
Breakthrough projects in InA cherished dream may seem
dianapolis, Ind.; in Rhode Isof PISCES
impossible
almost
land, Nevada and an FHA
realization, but don't lose faith. 1Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Be willing to give the spotlight
project in Connecticut. Truly,
An almost "miraculous" bit of
GE was in the housing busiKunh's-Big K Stores Corp., a
luck could turn the tide in your to others now. By taking a back
seat temporarily you can
ness, with Taunton, Mass., the regional retail chain, •-anfavor.
eventually accelerate YOUR
next stop.
nounced plans for opening a
CANCER
move forward.
new 40,000-square-foot Big K
(June 22 to July 23)
discount department store in
Be sure that your motives and
YOU BORN TODAY have an
meanings are clear to others.
Dickson, Tenn. The store is to
Don't take for granted that agile mind and are extremely
be occupied in 1974.
will
as
your
hands
you
dexterous with
those close to
Jack W. Kuhn, president, said
well. You are more serious in
automatically understand.
the new outlet will be the anchor
your outlook on life than many
LEO •-f"
store in Dickson Square, a
2{,i'vkL
other Geminians and could
( July 24 to Aug. 231 1
center • under
shopping
in
success
completing
outstanding
an
for
make
day
better
A
development on Tenn 46 betin
the
or
beginning
world
business
for
the
than
old projects
ween downtown Dickson and
new ones. Make plans for the scientific field. But you also
Interstate 40. Developer of the
Latter but don't launch for 24 have a creative side, which
project is the Carl Storey
would probably best express
hours.
Company, Nashville.
of the
literature
in
itself
VIRGO RP
At.
Kuhn's Big K currently
profound type. Your intuition is
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 2.3)
operates 48 Big K stores and 28
A good day. Certain recent keen and you are extremely
Kunh's Variety stores, and
pressures should be lifting and sensitive — much more so than
plans to open at least 20 adsome cherished desires can be your outward bravado inditional outlets by the end of
realized. You have good friends dicates. You are gregarious,
meet people with ease and
1974. The Dickson Big K is the
in your corner.
exchange ideas readily; would
LIBRA
eighth new store for which the
ri
probably do very well in any
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Company has signed a lease in
Your magnetism should be occupation which involved
Its 1974 expansion.
working overtime now so take travel and dealing with the
In addition to Tennessee, the
the initiative in advancing both public.
Company has operations in
• • •
career and personal goals.
Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky
MIDRIFF-INTEREST - Red Ind Mississippi,
What you ask will be given.
Y UR PERSONA
i
HOROSCOPE
tL
and the exwhite
embossed
cotton
and
F ik 11173 For • personal 140 pope
SCORPIO
cast on health, wealth, love and
t
creates a breezy outfit for pansion program this year and
'ripe. send Si 00 gut. 15 cents in
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221
Maki of•C(7tton Debra Ploch next also includes new Big K's
tor postage and handling to
c
There could be some conflict
A deep bertha collar en- in Arkansas, Indiana
Horoscope Book Department, gor In,
and
Y
N
York,
New
not
Station,
If
Chaim*
Old
circles the abbreviated top
within the family circle.
10011, mentioning this ',rampager.
above straight-legged pants Missouri.
Print your NAME. ADDRESS with
involved, stay out. If you are,
Kuhn's Big K stock is listed on
With outsize pockets and
ZIP. and DATE OF BiRTH(tolsosure
don't blow a minor dispute out
you gel the right 101e1 as, tor your
white leather tie belt A the American Stock Exchange-form)
rodieir
proportion.
of
Pierre Cardin design.

SPACE AGE REPORT

Aerospace industry
likes housing field

Kuhn's Announces
Plans For New
Dickson Store

rke'r•

9 BIG DAYS IN MURRAY!!
Sale Starts Thurs., June 21st
Don't Wait! Sat, June 30th is
absolutely the last day this
unusually large collection of over

300 New 1973

Style COATS

Will Be Shown

SHOP NOW WHILE THIS
LARGE SELECTION OFFERS
SIZES, FABRICS,STYLES
TO PLEASE, EVERYONE'S
TASTE and at LOW, LOW
INFLATION FIGHTER PRICES.

29" 34"
39" 49"
We offer PANT COATS, and REGULAR
length styles. All i:ome in a host of fabrics
including HARRIS TWEEDS, FUNFURS,
CAMEL HAIRS, - Polyesters, NubbiCs, Plushes,
Leatherettes, Suedes, Cashmeres, Shetlands, and

OTHERS, INCLUDING MINK
TRIMS TO89"
•Petite •Junior •Missy 'Half Sizes

We are PROUD of this Collection
DON'T MISS IT!

Court-square

before the truck leaves Lermans in Murray
Shop Eariy....Deposil Will Hold Your Selection on Convenient lAY-A-WAY---
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Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat; 1-6 Sunday
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60 Tablets
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MULTIPLE VITAMINS

PLUS IRON
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III

2.59 Value
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.4
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CHILDREN'S MULTIPLE VITAMINS

'egu ar
60 Tablets
2.29 Value

1 381'259
1Value

$

1

58

ALKA-SELTZER

SUSPENSION

Baby soft... baby safe...
For the whole family
I'
II
SI
54 SWABS Flexible Tips
II

SayRite's
ow, Low
Price

hi
III

43 Va ue

Gillette Super Stainless
5 Blades

For upset stomach, headaches
and colds.

HI

ill
II
II

II
III

SIIPEIL STAINLESS

Antacid
12 Ounce

hi

III

ill
III

Ill

Ill

III

55'
Value

With
Iron

)NT&ToN

hi

COTTON
SWABS

III
III
III

ii

III
Ill

III
Ill

1.69
Value

2.19
Value

II

Ill
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Scrub M.

Ill

iti

INSTANT SHAMPOO

SayRite's
Low,
Low
Price

Soapless Lathering Lotion For Oily Skin
Contains NO Hexachlorophene

III

III
III

III
III

LOTION
6 Ounce Size

Iii

1.49 Value

hi

60 Tablet Size
1.23 Value

III

II

165 Tablet Size
2.71 Value

III
SI
UI
II
It

'1.75 Value

LONG and SILKY
by CLAIROL

Say-Rites
Low, Low
Prices

III
II

II
III

III

HI

89' Value

'The Spoiler"

An Ideal Rinse for Long Hair!

II
III
III

III

III
hi

TUBE
1 Ounce Size

!I!
I

Time To Stock Up at These Low Prices!

1.09 Value

jij
HI

EFFER DENT

ill

III

Crest

DENTURE CLEANSER
TABLETS

III

HI

rn
hi

MING
CARE.

Tooth Paste

Hair Color Lotion

III

!I!

IN SHADESELECTOR
PACKAGES!

For Whiter Teeth!

CUM!OUP STAMI-ILATI 001
,
1101,1100011 nott

III

!l!

HI
III

51.13 Value

79' Value

2.00 Value

III
Ill

III
III

!I!
III

!I!
III
III

LISTERINE
ANTISEPTIC

Pro Double Duty
TOOTHBRUSH

409

Vaseline
PURE

PETROLEUM JELLY

Lubricates and softens dry skin.

58

III
III

Ill
III

hi
!I!
cm!
ill

III

Vawlifie

71
/
2 ounce
III

69' Value

32 Ounces- '2.49 Value

III

III

III

III

tn!
III

!I!

U"

We also have a complete
line of Pet Supplies,
Goodies and Toys for your
pets, dogs or cats, as well
as supplies for your Fish
Aquarium.

89'
Value

89' Value

10 Ounce

1.29 Value

III

6 Ounces

15 Ounce

1.79 Value

We Guarantee that you will
save money by shopping at
Say-Rite. Get the Saving
Habit, Shop every day at
Say-Rite!
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Consumer advocate
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the nunorities. I feel I am particularly qualified to fill this
need."
These are the words of 29-
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By JOHN PINKERMAN
Editor,Copley News Service
-There is a real need for
isonsumer information among

cm

The North Point Standard Oil Service Station, 916 Coldwater
Road, has been selected the June Yard of the Month for business
establishments by the Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. Curtis Berkley, the station dealer, maintains the
eight attractive beds which frame the building and grounds.
These beds contain an assortment of evergreens, trees, and
flowering shrubs surrounded by a mulch of bark chips. Trees
found in the beds include magnolia, dogwood, apple, and scarlet
maple varieties; these are balanced by plantings of holly,
creeping juniper, taxus, euonymus nandina, and hemlock
shrubbery. Azaleas, which add bright color during the spring
season, complete the landscaping of the grounds. The Garden
Department commends such establishments as the North Point
Station for their interest in making Murray a cleaner, more attractive place in which to live.
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LEGAL NOTICE

SERVICES OVF
ERED

CARD OF THANKS

LEGAL NOTICE
in
We wish to express our EXPERIENCED WORK
ORDINANCE NUMBER 582, deepest appreciation & thanks landscaping, planting, pruning,
BEING AN ORDINANCE IM- to all our friends and neighbors rspraying and the making of
POSING
DEPOSITS AND for their lovely flowers and flower beds. Phone 753-6051. J20C
RECONNECTION
CHARGES cards and to those that sent
ON ALL FUTURE CUSTOMERS food. And we would also like to
OF THE MURRAY NATURAL thank Rev. Hollis Miller, Rev. SEWING MACHINE serviced in
GAS
SYSTEM;
AND Jerrell G. White for being with the home-clean, oil and set
REPEALING
ANY
OR- us in our time of need. Also to tension, 96.75. Parts and supplies
DINANCE OR PORTION OF the staff of the emergency room extra. Limited time offer good
ORDINANCE IN CONFLICT of the hospital and to the anywhere in Calloway County
FIEFtEWITH:
Jaycees for being pallbearers and some surrounding areas. Let
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE for our son. To the Rev. Charles trained Singer repairmen put
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE Simmons, Pastor of the Elm your machine of any make in topCITY OF MURRAY, KEN- Grove Baptist Church, for the notch condition. Call for an
TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS, TO- kindness and understanding appointment now at 753-5323.
WTT
shown to us and for his inspiring Your local Singer dealer, serving
Section I: All future customers eulogy. And to the J.H the Murray area for 15 years,
of the Murray Natural Gas Churchill Funeral Chapel for Belaire Shopping Center. J20C
System shall be required to make their services.
money deposits before service is
May God bless each and
commenced as follows, to-wit: everyone.
Home Owners ( Residential)
The Family of Kenneth
per meter-$10.00
Daryl
McKinney
Rental Property ( Residential)
1TNC
per meter-30.00
Trailers ( Owned or Rented) The family of Raymond Howie
per meter-30.00
would like to express their
omp ete ome
Businesses ( Rented or Owned) deepest appreciation to friends,
per meter-50.00
Remodeling
2nd
floor
on
the
neighbors, nurses
All Other Customers-per and in cardiac care unit at
•
meter--50.00
•
Murray-Calloway County
•
/53
%1
When
such
customers Hospital, Dr. Richard Hutson,
discontinue gas service and all Dr. Gary Marquardt, Dr. Charles
customers' gas bills have been Clark, all who sent flowers and
paid, then, and in such event, food, the pallbearers, Max WILL DO trash and brush
such customers' deposit shall be Dowdy, Don Futrell, Walter hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
TFC
returned. If any such customer Hopkins, Edwin Jennings, 753-6130.
should have gas service Bernard Steen, Charles 'Tubbs,
discontinued either voluntarily or also Bro. Heyward Roberts and SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
involuntarily while customers' the Max Churchill Funeral Electric. Complete pump repair
service. Let us check your old
bill remains unpaid, then, and in Home.
pump for you before you buy a
such event, such deposit shall be
Mrs. Raymond Howie,
applied to the payment of said
Jerry and Marilyn Edwards new one. 24 hour emergency
unpaid bill.
and grandchildren, Carolyn,pervice. Phone 753-5543. July 14C
SECTION II: If any customer Beverly, Donna, Danny and
of the Murray Natural Gas Penny.
1TP FOR ALL
your additionsSystem requeriti discontinuance
remodeling, residential or
BUSINESS OPPORTUNTTY commercial. New or
of gas service or if said gas
old. Free
service is discontinued for failure
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
to pay bills or for any other valid
INSURANCE SALESMAN
subsequently
reason
and
Need two men or women in
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
requests a resumption of gas
your area to help me
Phone Paris,642-6551.
TFC
service, then, and in such event,
service our present clients
the following schedule of
full or part time. ComWINDOW
WASHING. Exreconnection charges shall be
mission plus renewals and
perienced. Very reasonable
imposed on such customer, tobonus. For full information
prices. Phone 767-2352, Mr.
wit:
and personal interview
Thompson,
J21C
Home Owners ( Residential)
write to or phone:
per meter--$10.00
Mr. John W. Isbell
PAINTING-INTERIOR, exRental Property tResidential)
Pyramid Life Inc. Co.
terior, and sheet rock finishing.
per meter-10.00
Box 442
All work guaranteed. For free
Trailers (Owned or Rented)
Fulton, Ky. 42641
estimates phone Sammie Atkins
per meter-10.00
Phone 472-3925
Painting & Decorating 437Medium Commercial ( To be
4534.
July 20C
Superintendent
of
determined by
OPPORTUNITY
Gas System) per meter-20.00 BUSENESS
Man or Woman
For
Large Commercial ( To be
Reliable person form this
Superintendent
of
by
Baton Lessons
determined
area to service and collect
from automatic dispensers
Gas System) per meter-30.00
Call
No experience needed-we
Kay Beaman
Industry (Owned or Rented)
establish accounts for you.
Car, references, and 5995.00
492-8703 or 436-5412
per meter-30.00
to 51,9995.00 cash capital
All Other Customers-per
necessary. 4 to 12 hours
meter-30.00
weekly Could net good part
R& R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
income. Full time more.
time
ordinance
or
SECTION W:Any
work guaranteed. Business and
For load l interview, write,
portion of ordinance in conflict
include telephone number:
residential. Free estimates.
herewith is hereby repealed to
EAGLE INDUSTRIES
Phone day or night Mayfield 247Department BV
the extent of such conflict and to
7201.
TFC
3931 Meadowbrook Road
such extent only.
St Louis Park,

One
need
area.
expan
a bon
Se

°
10PP
ho
°
u .
8:00p.m.

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceihn Tile

WANTE
Worker.
minimum
entry ..i
plete res
equal op..

on

Minnesota

55426

FIRST
ON
ADOPTED
READING ON THE 14th DAY OF
June, 1973,
COMMON COUNCIL, CITY OF
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
By: Holmes Ellis, Mayor, City
of Murray
ATTEST:
Stanford Andrus, Clerk, City of
ITC
Murray.

NOBODY EVER
`413i.AINEprr
TO ME LoGE
THAT
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SUSANN AKERS
Vows to Help Her Own People
nimonty people, how to make
better use of all the consumer
products they buy - riot just
Johnson Wax products, but
any products, all the way
from food to paint.
All big corporations, small
ones too, are being pressured
to hire minority men and
women, particularly women,
for upper level positions. I
have no idea whether this is
why Johnson Wax was first
attracted to Miss Akers, but
she would qualify as a consumer advocate, without regard to any "advantage" resuiting from her race.
"Certainly, I will meet
everybody, not just minority
groups," Miss Akers said in
an interview. "But, there is a
real need for consumer information among the minorities.
And, it comes easy for me. I
find a high degree of similarity in the approaches to my
job and to my work with minority groups." In the latter
context she is active in the Urban League in Los Angeles
and the Sugar Ray ( Robinson ) Youth Foundation.

fos
‘

AF-4 cAlkfT
TEACH
HILL-BILLY
STUDIES
IN NO PLACE
LIKE THI111!

year-old gnsann Akers. They
reflect the nature of this unusual young lady. She is attractive, and her ready smile
captivates anyone in her company. She is articulate in discussing her role as a West
Coast "Bess Myerson" ( Miss
Myerson until recently was
New York City chief of consumer affairs ). She holds a
B. A. degree in home economics from Long Beach State
University. She is black.
Newsmen who du a lot of interviewing over the years
tend to look back at people
who impressed them the most
- perhaps only two or three
such people.
Lou Gehrig, the great New
York Yankee baseball player
of the '20s and '30s, was one of
mine. Seth Parker of that
era's radio fame was another.
Susann Akers is another.
Miss Akers lifted herself up
from an'Dklahoma upbringing by her bootstraps. One of
seven children, she left Oklahoma for California in 1961
and won her degree at Cal
State. Today she is employed
by Johnson Wax Co. and
travels the Pacific Southwest
and Rocky Mountain areas
telling people, particularly
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"Most of all. I have been
fortunate to get the education
WANT TO BUY
I did and Lam glad to use that
education to do something for
my own people - but also for
all people of all races. All WANT TO BUY three or four
homemakers today want bedroom house, 124 baths, kitsound information on how to chen with eating space, family
help solve their problems. room, minimum size 18'x22',
They must be alert to read living room, utility and garage.
labels on the foods and the No older than ten years. Within 20
other home products they buy miles of M.S.U. Possession
- like wall paneling. They August 1, 1973. Phone 217-832-9518
must know the different quali- or write Maurice Clabaugh, 15
ties. ,And, very important, Birch Lane, Villa Grove, Ill,
they Must know where to take 61956.
J19C
their complaints to get real
artion;"
Before joining Johnson WANT TO BUY used furniture,
Wax, Miss Akers spent sever- any condition, no appliances.
July 23C
al years in similar work for a phone 753-8378.
public utility firm
"As far back as I can re- WANT TO BUY: metal or wood
member," she said, "I've wardrobe, cedar chest, and old
been interested in home eco- cook books. Phone 753-7531. J21C
nomics - in food and in home
management I thought it
would be a good career and
I still do."
In her present job Miss
Akers is on the road half of the
year, speaking before women's clubs, youth groups and
making personal home calls
in Southern California, Southern Nevada, Arizona, New
Mexico and Colorado.
Naturally, deeply imbedded
in her job is the subtle selling
of Johnson products, particno
/arly to minority communities. However, the job goes far
beyond that- with the aim of
trying to prove to the buying
public that the seller isn't deliberately trying to cheat him,
but if he is cheated Miss Akers
can tell him how to receive
satisfaction on his complaint.

ALUMINUM SIDING trim and
gutters. We cover all exposed
wood. Custom fit trim. Baked
enamel aluminum siding. All
aluminum gutters and down
spouts. Free estimates. Phone
753-8783.
July 3C

'SERVICES OFFERED

JERRY'S REFINISHING &
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 4928837.
TFC

SERVICEMASTER
For More Than 25 Years

-THE NAME FOR
PROFESSIONAL
CLEANING AROUND
THE WORLD
Carpets, Furniture,
Walls, Floors, or your
, entire house!
Call Collect447-7333

I

Needed large or small
lawns to mow. Experience
work guarantee to please.
Call Neil Ward 753-4470 or
7534421.

HORNBUCKLE'S
BARBER
Shop, Tuesday through Saturday,
8:30 a.m. 5:00 •• .)., after 5;00
p.m. by appoint .tient. Phone 7539067. Price $1.25; boys, $1.00. 209
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
Walnut Street.
J3ONC
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
Gary Kelley
Backusburg Rd.
Mayfield, Ky.

CARPET
CLEAIN1NGProfessional. Commercial or
residential at reasonable prices
Free estimate. Will furnish
references. Phone Handyman,
753-5827
June 29C
trucking,
also bank gravel, nn dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138.
or 3544161 after 5:00 p.m. TFC

BULLDOZER WORK;

H & L SUPERIOR Car Wash and
Wax. Will immaculately clean
inside and out, $10.00_per car.
Phone 7534387.
J21C
FIFTEEN YEAR old wants to
help put up hay. Phone 7539296
JI9P

CLAYTON & JARVIS Painting
Contractors. Homes, churches,
commercial. Free estimate includes starting and completion
dates,and complete description
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY of materials to be used. You will
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet like our quality
Mt prices. Stop
Mister 489-2504,
TFC watin' call Clayton at 4374790 or
437-4712.
July 1013
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, phone 753.14 100 South
19th Street, "Every day you DOZER
SERVICE-D7E
caterpiller, hydraulic power
delaylets bugs have their
way."
TFC shift. Ralph Stewart4920491.
J22C
•
JOHN'S REPAIR Service
WANTED LAWNS to mow.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
Equipped to mow large or small
carpentry. Phone 7534897 days or lots or
yards. Phone 753*753-7625 nights.
TFC 6273.
J19P

WANTE I
little boy
4364539 •
AU
OLDSMO
1967, one
steering,
priced .
after 6:30
FORD-1
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passeng
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on open
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Call
753-1916 Sell

,-'FERED

in
WORK
rig, Pruning,
making of
53-6051. J20C
HELP WANTED

:serviced in
Al and set
and supplies
e offer good
way County
ng areas. Let
pairmen put
make in topCall for an
at 753-5323.
taler, serving
or 15 years,
J20C
nter.

HELP WANTED

MACHINE SHOP FOREMAN
One of West Tennessee's largest metal industries has
need for 2 experienced foremen to supervise machining
area. These positions are open due to promotions and
expansions. Salary to $11,000, fringe benefit program and
a bonus plan. Fee Paid By Company
Send resume including present salary to:
West Tennessee Personnel Agency
P.O. Box 589 Martin, Tenn. 38237
Phone 1901) 5874861

It

With A Classified
Another

FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM unfurnishe,
apartment with stove, air cor
ditioner, washer and dryer hoc)k
up, drapes. Couple preferred
Available July 1. Phone 753-745
J224
after 5:30 p.m.

'Tile

ome
ng

on

and brush
t rates. Phone
TFC

LUMBING &
pump repair
eck your old
re you buy a
emergency
543. July 14C

r additionsadential or
or old. Free
TFC
6123.

ITH Service.
TFC
51.

RING. Exreasonable
'67-2352, Mr.
J21C

ERIOR, exrock finishing
eed. For free
arnmie Atkins
Ling 437July 20C

36-5412
•of

3aving. Quality
Business and
,e estimates.
t Mayfield 247TFC

:NG trim and
r all exposed
trim. Baked
n siding. All
-s and down
mates. Phone
July 3C

-$2350
repT-

6 Cylinder Engine, WSW Tires
- at -

619

4sgoo

Ta Po& U.S.PM.0111.-Al deb mommi
•1273 M UMW Peplum bream&

I

Hatcher Auto Sales.
Authorized Sales and Service

t

(ITHE PEPSI DEAL WA5 HIGHLY SUCCESS-.
FUL, COMRADE OREZHNEV. I WONDER IF WE GEESE DUCKS Bantams,
MIAs, &dew Fancy and old
COULD ARRANGE A 11E-'04 WITH 1)1414EY- favorites.
Hebert Alexander,
LAND?"
south Sedalia,
-three. miles
Kentucky 3284563.

J22P

NOTICE

NOTICE

OPENING JULY 2!!
Orr Electric Co.
Owned and Operated by
Leon Orr

Electric Motor Sales and
Repair Work

• GARAGE SALE, Monday, June
18, through Saturday, June 23, on
Concord Highway, sign in yard.
Clothes, shoes, old dishes, table
and 5 chairs. tools. Avon bottles,
other miscellaneous itenis. J19C
MOBILE HOME, 12'x60', three
2 baths. Has large
/
bedrooms, 11
extension. Also 1962 F-85 Oldsmobile. Phone 753-5210 or 474J19C
2786 after 5:00p.m.
HORSE OR cattle racks, 52" high
with double gates. Solid oak
standards with top rail. Phone
J19C
753-2213.

NA TIMBER FOR SALE
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale one tract of
standing, marked, hardwood timber located in Benton
County, Tennessee.
This tract is located on the right bank of Crooked Creek
embayment of Kentucky Lake,approximately 2 miles east of
Faxon. The timber for sale on this 248-acre tract is estimated
to be 486,288 board feet.
selection basis
This tract has been marked on an individual
protection,
watershed
wildlife,
to
with consideration given
The successful
aesthetics, and future timber production.
achieving these
bidder will be required to cooperate in
multiple-use objectives.
by the
Sealed bids for the sale of this timber will bevjsceived
Paris,
Street,
Blythe
West
202
Authority,
Tennessee Valley
Tennessee, until 10:00 a.m., CDT,July 10, 1973.
Parties interested in inspecting the timber or in obtaining bid
forms and detailed information should contact the Manager,
Western District, Division of Reservoir Properties, 202 West,
Blythe Street, Paris, Tennessee 38242, telephone 1900 6422041.

ITS TERRIFIC the way we're
selling Blue Lustre to clean rugs
and upholstery. Rent shampooer
$1. Kwik-Pik Market, Five
J23C TRAILER, 10'x52', all electric, GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
Points.
air conditioned. $2,000.00. Phone seamless gutters, installed per
ALMOST NEW lies ton Walker 474-2257 after 4:00 p.m
321C your specifications. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
and
Transmission
jack.
car
BUICK ELECTRA-1972, at
TFC
tor
estimate.
with
with
dispenser
runabout
oil
differential
FIBERGLASS
14'
S
0 2222222 2220
conditioning and full power
• QJUI 11-1111 t.LLS tallal al1.1/12 Itio U
pint measure. Air hose gauges 35 H.P. Johnson manual motor.
J1
753-5532.
Phone
Local car.
HONDA SL-70 red. Good
MCCUISTON'S HOT Tamales and quick couples. Front signal New tilt trailer $700.00 or boat 1971
$250.00. Also red Procondition,
Cigarette
J21C
437-4260
hose.
Phone
and
$225.00.
bell
only,
week,
a
large
days
four
will be sold three
Montgomery
ON KENTUCKY lake;
Am Motocross helmet with duck
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and machine. Built in electric oven
1203 Chestnut
bedrooms, 2 baths, large kitchen
mouth guard, $25.00.
.)ale, Wednesday only
Saturdays. Phone 753-3592. J21P with four burners. Will sell cheap THREE BICYCLES, two girl's, bW and
and living area, breakfast bar,
$265.00. Phone 753Together
Hamilton,
1609
820.00.
moving.
boy's,
of
One
instead
each.
Returned
$15.00
all
off
11j
percent
fireplace, central heat and air,
J19NC
J21P Good condition. May be seen at 1442.
Goods
JUST ARRIVED. Shipment of 753-8886.
boat dock, large patio, May be
Open toll 7 00 PM
J21C
double knits
Street.
20th
polyester
North
814
beautiful
436Phone
furnished
purchased
Bright summer colors. $1.88 per REFRIGERATOR, Frigidaire;
J20C
5574.
yard. Mill ends. Your local Singer G.E. air conditioner; 15,000 BTU; NEW SINGER touch and sew 24' PONTOON boat, 75 H.P
also Westinghouse air con- machine, $76.00 off list price. Johnson, fully carpeted, leather
Belaire Shopping CenCenter,
Your
For
three
new
GOOD BUY111 Two
area, is fighting a condifion
Grove
Lynn
the
from
J21C covered cushion seats. Electric
J19C
ditioner, 18,000 BTU; desk; small Phone 753-5323.
ter.
PI baths,
bedroom homes,
radio, grandfather clock with
start, teleflex cable steering. Can
called Aplastic Anemia .
heat with
central air and
FOR SALE
AM-FM short wave radio and
be seen at Ken Lake boat dock
color
own
your
garages. Pick
Alumacraft boat; 25 CAMPER, 8' long Fair con- Call Jerry McCoy 492-8837. J20(
Use
This is the failure of the bone marrow to product adequate
641 PET Shop. Cocker Spaniel stereo; 15'
scheme. In city. $25,000.00 or
Johnson motor with electric dition. Will sell cheap. Phone 435numbers of blood elements. THE TREATMENT CONJ19C
puppies, Chihuahuas, and Irish H.P.
under. Phone 753-3672.
Inoculation
J21P CLOSE OUT specials. Moving to
Dill trailer and fish finder; 083.
SISTS OF BLOOD REPLACEMENT.
Setters. Phone 753-1862 or 753- start;
tapes.
with
player
tape
track
8
WE NEED YOUR HELP. WE NEED YOUR BLOOD.
new location behind Tom's Pizza
24NC
July
9457.
v Holy Mix
FORD GALAXIE 500-1965, two
Phone 753-5500, 753-6200 or 753- TOY POODLES, AKC t-egistered, Palace to open up our nev
door hardtop. Also 1963 Chevrolet
J21C silvers. Five months old. Western Store and a new boot and
Solo
15', 0996.
TRAILER,
TRAVEL
convertible. Phone 753-8780 after
with shoe store. Vernon's corner of 4th
Good
Housebroken.
Magnolia, gas or electric. Sleeps
Dynanap
J21C
5:00p.m.
10'x52', good children. Reasonably priced. & Sycamore. Open Sundays. TFC
8. Excellent condition. Phone 753- HOUSE TRAILER,
Camaro, Phone 435-5643.
J21C
J19C condition. Also 1968
9488.
See .
OLDSMOBILE 88-1968, power
J25C
436-2379.
Phone
motor.
needs
baby
and
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
We will arrange for transportation
steering and brakes. Excellent
SEAMI-FSS GUTTERING, white hearing aid batteries for all make
the
is
soil
from
free
LOFT
PILE,
J21P
753-8718.
Phone
condition.
HAY, GRASS or clover. Phone enamel finish, never needs hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. J20C
sitters for you to visit the
carpet cleaned with Blue Lustre.
J21C painting. Free estimate. Phone
Rd.
Concord
Old
753-3127.
Rent electric shampooer $1.00.
OLDSMOBILE-1970, Delta 88,
753-8407 or 753-8992. Atkins Gutter BLACK ANGUS bull, registered,
Big K,Belaire Shopping CenPhone 753-8220
with power steering, brakes and
BEDROOM SUITE; gas stove, Service, Murray.
July 10C has papers, 26 months old. Phone
J23C
ter.
air, One owner. Phone 753753-7739.
TFNC
one year old; electric stove;
J21C
7736.
washer; oak dresser;
aumatic
to
in Mayfield, Ky., on June 20th between the
REDUCE SAFE & fast with nice stereo; 110 volt air con
CONCRETE STEPPING stones
GoBese Tablets & E-Vap water ditioner.'n Phone
435-4042
VOLKSWAGEN SQUAFtEBACK
If You
and concrete splash blocks
7 p.m.
to
1
of
hours
pills" Holland Drug Store, 109 evenings.
Nice used 4 bedroom,
J2IP
- 1969, new engine. In good
Murray Lumber Company, 104
J20C
South 4th.
12x60 mobile borne. New
condition. Approximately 30 mpg
J20C
Maple Street,i
carpet,
Just been laid
on open road. Phone 492CYPRESS lumber, good
PECKY
Phone
Please
Get
SLEEPING PROBI,EM?
through out. House type
9J25P
8744.
BEAGLE PUPPIES, two, males.
for interior decorating, 5,000
Snocrzer Tablets for a safe night's
door, storm windows, birch
Your
of
hours
the
Registered parents. $10.00 each.
Phone 753-5671 days
between
feet.
21st
June
square
Holland
cents.
98
sleep.
Only
paneling
and other good
GRAND TORINO Sport-1972,
J21C
J21C
Phone 753-6354.
nights.
753-3430
or
J20C
Drug Store, 109 South 4th.
features. Excellent con9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
white, 351 cubic inch, power
dition. Can be seen day or
steering and brakes, automatic
1969 APPLEBY camping tent
night.
FREEZER,UPRIGHT, like new,
transmission and air. Phone 489Also
trailer, sleeps 4. Lights and spare
VAN-1963.
CHEVROLET
$25.00. Curtis Mathis color console T.V.
Stove,
$145.00.
J21C
Results:
No
2348.
If
tire. Excellent condition, $295 00.
Phone
753-4469
>1114
alllis)0111X
Alas
Refrigerator, $25.00. Single bed, Phone 753-7484 after 4.30 p.m 121C
J21C
Phone 753-8359.
Phone
Television,
$20.00.
complete
CHEVROLET-1956, $125.00.
What
Wondering
sale-Armstong
LOAD
TRUCK
$25.00. Phone 753-8333 or 753J21C
Phone 753-7975.
J20C KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag turck tires, first line;
7671.
The
SALE, several
GARAGE
rug specialist that adjusts to any 823x20 - 10 ply $46.90 + $6.14
Before 5:00 p.m.,
MGB-GT-1968. New tires. Less
items, boat motor,
Baby
families.
vacuums
used
New
and
carpet.
+$7.33
$59.18
chairs,
ply
900x20 - 10
COUCH, TWO
than 43,000 actual miles. Overall
Is!
Then
stereo, candles and much more
refrigerator, 1973 Zenith color for sale. For demonstration 1000x20 - 12 ply $69.95 t- $9.10
excellent condition. Phone 753numerous to mehtion.
J25P
TV., twin beds, one full bed, phone Mike Hutchens, your local Arrnstong's best highway tread too
After 5:30 p.m. and
Come In and See
9777 after 8:00 p.m.
10:00
and Friday,
Thursday
753or
753-0752
Kirby
distributor.
tires;
dryer,
truck
Whirlpool washer and
Magnolia
1612
p.m.,
a.m.-7:00
p.m.
6:30
23C
Until
June
0359.
825x20 - 10 ply $54.16 + $6.14
stereo, oval dinette table and
REAL ESTATE fOR SALE
J21C
Drive
900x20 - 10 ply $65.43 + $7.33
miscellaneous items. Phone 753inboat
and
$9.10
HOME
+
MOBILE
112
$76.68
2,
ply
12
1000x20
3939 or come by apartment
104 No. 13th Street
UNDER CONSTRUCTION four
anJ20C surance. Broad coverage. Low Armstrong's best traction type CHANNEL MASTER color
2 baths. awwwwwomumewrowommowevsey,arec weer New vie(
/
North 13th Street.
bedroom brick with 21
6 months old, slightly
tenna,
rates.
claim
Excellent
service.
tires;
truck
extras.
the
Quality home with all
MUSI('
damaged. Gave $95.00, will sell
AIR CONDITIONER. 16,000 Call us before you buy. Galloway 825x70 - 10 ply $65.21 + $7.25
Buy now and pick your color
$50.00 or less. Phone 753for
BTU, used. Also automatic Insurance & Realty. Phone 753- 900x20 - 10 ply 871.14 + $8.51
J21C
Phone 753-3903.
J21C
2753.
$10.52.
5842.
+
883.09
18NC
July
ply
12
1000E20
Phone
reasonable.
washer
Very
PIANO TUNING and Repair
Benton,
it_
Highway
Sales,
Roby
J20C
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered 474-2327.
BY OWNER' four room block
July 14NC
RESTORED Ky.
BEAUTIFULLY
Citizens of Murray •craftsman Piano Technician
house, over 2 acres of land on• For the convenience of the
COUCH AND. chair, colonial.
TFC WOMAN'S BICYCLE, 26" authentic pie safe. Phone 753Guild.
.
•
.
J21C
County.
the
from
blacktop road, two miles
753-3349.
and Calloway
Phose
•
July 17C
$20.00. Animal cage, $6.00. Phone 7616.
TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A.
lake, $6500.00. Phone 753J20C
753-6640.
FAison air conditioners. 10,000 FIVE PIECE solid red cherry
J21P
7448.
TUNING -Repair PIANO
BTU,1184.25. 17,000 BTU.$233.00. bedroom suite, custom built by
WIN Be From
•rebuilding Prompt expert MUSTANG-1966 Fast Back, SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gut- 20,000
•
BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU,
late Ruel Clark-- four poster
BY OWNER,two bedroom house,
service. 15 years experience. good tires, 3 speed. Sell for ters. Baked on acrylic finish 1285.00. 26,000 BTU $318.40. Roby the
bed, double dresser, chest of
living room, dining room, kitRebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W. $400.00. Also color television, Guaranteed for 15 years. Call for Sales Highway 68. Benton,
drawers and two night stands.
chen, basement, garage, air
Dyer, Murray, Kentucky, . Phone G.E. Good condition, $100.00. free estimate Dale Campbell 753- Kentucky.
July 17C Phone 492-8773
J21P
conditioned. Clean inside and out
20C
July
TFC Phone 753-4174
J20C 7775.
75A-8911
J21P 1••••••••••••••••••••:
Phone 753-3779.

Concord Highway

(next Door to Grubbs Grocery)

Ward

(A 7 Year Old Boy)

PAUL EDWARD CALHOUN

_
SOYBEANS

Murray
Warehousing Corp.

Miss Your Paper

1 Car Wash and
culately clean
110.00__per .car.
.121C'
old wants to
one 753- J19P
RVIS Painting
les, churches,
estimate innd completion
to description
used. You will
id prices. Stop
at 437-4790 or
July 10P
,VICE-D7E
raulic power
rt 492J22C
NS to mow
large or small
e 753J191'

4

*
v
•
•

Lincoln - Mercury - Capri - Toyota & GMC
515 So. 12th Street
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

For Sale

S
BARBER
ough Saturday,
, after 5:00
ent. Phone 753boys, $1.00. 209
J3ONC

•
•

1973 COMET- 2-Dr. Sedan

RED CROSS BLOODMOBILE

or small
Experience
• to please.
753-4470 or

•
•
•

Will Buy an Economy Car, built by
Ford Motor Co.

Please Call 753-6025

:NISHING &
iiture, 6 miles
on Hwy. 641.
ier. (502) 492TFC

FOR SALE

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

07-

We Need
You

119,11

Ad 75'96I

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

View

TWO BEDROOM apartment
$65.00 per month. Also larg
efficiency apartment, $15.0
week or $55.00 per month. Phon
J20
753-8333 or 753-7671.

country
on
home
old
Murray-Paris
Road,
OPPORTUNITY FOR women. 8- REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
10 miles south of Murray, 12
10 hours. Phone 1-247-6727, 6:00north of Paris. Phone 2478:00 p.m.
J19P WIDE-DEEP lots on U.S. 641 miles
J19C
South. For new homes, mobile 5353.
WANTED: General Office homes or part commercial usage.
J22C THREE ROOM suite of offices,
Worker. Typing t 60 WPM Phone owner,753-0774.
central heat and air, carpeted.
minimum), filing, and doublePrime
entry bookkeeping. Send com- LARGE LOT with 40'x80' con- Immediate possession.
plete resume to P.O. Box 32-L. An crete building on Highway 94 location. Phone Roberts Realty
J30C
equal opportunity employer. J21C east. Also has trailer hook up on 753-1651.
lot. Five miles from Murray.
• I Phone 753-7267 or 753-0473. J19C THREE BEDROOM trailer,
163.31.
located on South 16th Street.
HELP
Couples or couple with one child.
BY OWNER; two bedroom home,
J21C
Phone 753-8669.
WANTED
air conditioned, gas furnace,
Maid to clean motel rooms,
large shady lot, garden. Near
morning hours 5 days a
SIX ROOM newly decorated
schools. Available now. Phone
week. Phone 474-2241.
house, full basement. In city
J19C
753-3595.
limits on 20 acres of land. Phone
J25C.
WANTED BABY-SITTER for LARGE THREE bedroom brick 436-5353.
little boy in your home. Phone house; well built. Ideal location
and
J21C near university, high school and FURNISHED HOUSE
436-5539 after dark.
elementary school. Central heat apartments. Near university.
AUTOS FOR SALE
and air, two baths, large lot, lots Newly decorated. Boys or girls.
offlosets and built-ins. Must see Phone 753-7575 or 753-0669. July
OLDSMOBILE VISTA Cruiser- to appreciate. Phone 75324C
1967. one owner. clean, power 5623
J21C
steering, brakes, good tires,
. OR TRADE
FOR SALE
priced to sell. Phone 753-5115 LARGE WATERFRONT lake
J19C
after 6:30p.m.
lots with wooded area, in Blood OUTBOARD MOTORS; 33 H.P.:
River Subdivision. Phone 436-2427 25 H.P
Johnson; 6 H.P.
FORD-1968 Best offer takes. after 8:00 p.m.
J21C Evizu-ude; 6 H.P. Champion.
J19C
Phone 753-9336
J19C
Phone 753-3672.
BY OWNER, three bedroom
twelve
-1972,
VAN
FORD
brick house. Can be seen at 1509
PEST CONTROL
passenger, all power and air Clayshire Drive or phone 753conditioning. Automatic tran- 4016.
J19C FOR THE best in pest control
smission, 12,000 miles. Will sell or
service and termite control call
trade for late model station SIX ROOM
newly decorated Superior Exterminating Comwagon. Phone 437-4214 from 5:00- house, full basement. In city pany,753-7266.
TFC
J19C limits on 20 acres of land. Phone
9:00p.m.
J19C
436-5353.
C--.1 5 JEEP Universal-1871.
NOTICE
NOTICE
J19C
Phone 753-5532.

ng
rig
ing
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Paper Carrier
First
753-1916

ATTIC

JANE'S ATTIC

753-7278

.••••••••••••••••••••ib
• -NOTICE- :
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Land Fill Hours
7 to 7
Mon. thru Sat.

•
•
•
•
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Clarence Kelly Faces
Committee Qdestioning

Bob Dunn

Bob Dunn Is
Graduate of UT
Pharmacy School
Bob Dunn, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hub Dunn of Murray, has
received his pharmacy degree
from the University of Tennessee School of Pharmacy in
Memphis.
Dunn is a 1967 graduate of
Murray High School, and attended Murray State University for three years in a prepharmacy program. He was
president of his sophomore
class, and a member of ATO
fraternity.
Dunn was a member of Kappa
Psi Pharmacy Fraternity, at
U.T. He is married to the former Cindy Fuqua of Farmington. Mrs. Dunn is a
graduate of the Murray State
University ...SA.)91 of Nursing.
The Danti's now live in
Memphis, where Dunn is Omployed at the Jim Davis
Apothecary and Mrs. Dunn is a
registered nurse at the
Veteran's Administration
Hospital.

By DON MeLEOD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Clarence M. Kelley, the man who
says he hopes to restore the
FBI to its former glory, faces
questioning today from the Senate Judiciary Committee about
his philosophy and tactics.
The Kansas City police chief
is the major witness as the
committee opens hearings on
his nomination as permanent
director of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation.
Although Kelley is expected
to receive swift confirmation,
his hearings were seen as a
likely forum for a broader discussion of law and order issues,
including the handling of Watergate, and the future of the
FBI itself.
Senate sources said Kelley
would be questioned about such
things as how he thinks the
agency should be run and how
much independence he expects
to have from the White House.
Sen. Thomas F. Eagleton, I)Mo., presented Kelley to the
committee by declaring the
best way to rebuild the FBI's
reputation ''is by being certain
that the new director is an individual of unquestioned integrity
and experience in the field of
law enforcement."
-Clarence Kelley has those
credentials earned by both his
distinguished service in the FBI
and as chief of police of Kansas
City, Mo." Eagleton said, adding -I strongly recommend Mr
Kelley to this committee."
Kelley is the second man to
be nominated for the post, following L. Patrick Gray III, who
served as acting director for almost a year before resigning
over Watergate revelations.
The job has been open since

Astronauts Take Walk
In Space This Morning
By HOWARD BENEDICI
AP Aerospace Writer
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(API — Commander Charles
Conrad Jr. and Paul J. Weitz
stepped outside the orbiting
Skylab space station today, revived a dead battery with a
hammer-pounding repair job
and swiftly retrieved six canisters of film which may reveal
many secrets of the sun.
They slipped outside 45 minutes earlier than scheduled and
finished the planned three-hour
space walk in half the time.
"Don't fall, it's a long way
down," Weitz cautioned as the
two astronauts slipped through
an airlock hatch for the walk.
"Yep, it's a long way down,"
Conrad commented as the third
crewman, Dr. Joseph P. Kerwin, took television pictures
from inside the laboratory.
The trio was nearing the end
of the record 28-day mission,
aiming for a Friday splashdown in the Pacific Ocean.
The first job outside was to
pound on a battery regulator in
an attempt to free a stuck electrical relay.
"It worked, gentlemen,
you've done it again," capsule
communicator Rusty Schweickart radioed when signals on
the ground indicated the battery had begun charging.
The opentition added to the
•iio
—natifs' reputations as "fix

Sefvices Held For
Mrs. Zola McKinney
Funeral services for Zola
McKinney, Route Five were
held Monday at the Max
Churchill Chapel
with Rev.
Jonathan Kirnbro officiating.
Mrs. McKinney died Saturday
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, after a two-day
illness.
She is survived by her
husband, Leo McKinney, one
son, Eurie Colson, Route Three;
four sisters, Ima Jean Kunbro,
Euple Lamb, Arnett Lamb, and
Leah
Cunningham;
five
brothers, Noel Parrish, Loman
Parrish, Jeff Parrish, Rupert
Parrish and Charles Parrish,
and seven grandchildren.
Burial was in the Elm Grove
Cemtery. Pallbearers were
Richie Parrish, James Underhill, Harold Osburn, Paul
Woods, Roger Runyon, and
Jimmy Kimbro.
FREE KITTEN
Five kittens, half angora, are
free as pets. Call 435-4483

•

—

anything" spacemen. Earlier in
the flight they erected a makeshift sun shade to cool down the
overheated workshop and in a
daring space walk freed a
stuck solar panel.
After fixing the battery, Conrad climbed a seven-rung ladder to start the long task of removing the film cans and replacing them'with a new supply.
Weitz stood in foot restraints
outside the open hatch to assist
with the film transfer.
The astronauts got an early
start on the space walk. With
preparations running ahead of
schedule, Conrad asked Mission
Control: "What about a little
early going out?"
"See no reason why you
can't," came the reply. So they
went out about 45 minutes early.
The astronauts completed
their extensive telescope examination of the sun on Monday
and scientists here eagerly
await the return of the film,
which included the first pictures of a solar flare observed
from above earth's obscuring
atmosphere.
They described the flare
which erupted Friday as a medium one, but one which produced more energy than is used
on earth by man in several decades A major goal of the Skylab solar experiments is-to help
unlock the secret of controlled
thermonuclear
fusion, the
source of the sun's energy
This would aid in the search
for an unlimited and pollutionfree power source on earth
More extensive solar astronomy experiments will be conducted by the Skylab 2 and 3
crews who are to inhabit this
same station for 56 days each
starting in .July and October
There is a solar physicist on
each of these crews
Dr Robert A Parker, chief
scientist for the mission, summed up experiment results for
newsmen Monday night. saying. The astronauts have done
exceedingly well. Considering
the mission we've had, we're
exceedingly happy "
Despite the problems early in
the flight, including a power
shortage and two days lost to
repair jobs. Parker said Conrad. Kerwin and Weitz completed 81 per cent of solar astronomy .experiments. 88 per
cent of the earth resources
studies, 90 per cent of the medical tests and between 80 and
100 per cent of secondary experiments

the death 13 months ago of J.
Edgar Hoover, who had been
the agency's only director.
Gray, a retired Navy officer,
became acting director and
was nominated as permanent
director earlier this year.
Gray resigned after admitting he had burned some papers recovered from the White
House safe of convicted Watergate conspirator E. Howard
Hunt Jr.
William D. Ruckelshau.s, who
stepped in on a temporary
basis, has commented that the
FBI is undergoing a morale
crisis because of the taint of
Watergate scandal but predicted it would all clear up
"once a good strong man is in
place" as permanent director.
Kelley, a 21-year-veteran FBI
special agent before retiring
and going to Kansas City as police chief in 1961, has cited the
same problem but says he
wants to do something about it.
There is "a feeling among
FBI agents they have been buffeted about and don't stand
where they used to," Kelley
has said.
"I've heard some things
about the FBI being in an inferior position" to what it was
under Hoover, he has said. "If
I can contribute to a restoration of that position, I will do
At,,,

Virgil Morris Dies
Today At Benton

Watergate . . .
(Continued from Page 1)

Virgil D. Morris, 64, of
Benton, died this morning at
3:25 at the Benton Hospital,
after an extended illness.
Morris is survived by the
widow,Opal Manning Morris, of
Benton, his parents, Johnie and
Izonia Neale Morris; one sister,
Mrs. Nola Inman of Benton,
and a brother, Edward Morris
of Allen Park, Mich.
Funeral
services will be
conducted at the Linn Funeral
Chapel in Benton at two p.m.
Thursday with Rev. LE. Moore
and Rev. Eura Mathis officiating. Burial will be in the
Olive Cemetery.
__Morris was a retired ernploye of the Ford Motor Co. ol
Detroit.

Huddleston To
Participate In
Joint Conference

WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen
Walter (Dee) Huddleston, D—
Ky., will participate in a joint
U.S.—British foreign relations
conference, which starts Friday.
Huddleston is one of eight
U.S. senators who will take
part in the conference, which
includes sessions on international monetary policy, international trade negotiations,
East—West relations, the Atlantic Alliance, European defense
problems and the Middle East.
Huddleston commented Monday that he had "a strong in(Continued trent Page 11
terest in foreign affairs, and
Upper Honor Roll
this year I've been especially
This includes students with an interested in international trade
academic standing of 2.50 to 3.0. and policies guiding American
Eighth Grade—Charles negotiations.
Adams, Gay Alexander, Pat
—these policies vitally affect
Baggett, Brad Boone, Tammy Kentucky because we export
Boone, Emily Byrn, Paul about $450 million worth of agClayton, Lucretia Crawford, ricultural and manufactured
Stuart Cottrell, Teresa Cun- products."
ningham,
Huddleston is a member of
Leanna Dick, Paula Ed- the Senate's Foreign Agriculwards, Ken Farley, Janie tural Policy Committee,
Flora, Jackie Galloway, Anne chaired by Sen. Hubert H.
Gregory, Roger Grogan, Steve Humphrey, D—Minn. The comHancock, Lee Hamilton, Mary mittee has conducted hearings
Ann Littleton, Lisa McDaniel, on foreign trade policies in anCindy McManus, Deanna ticipation of impending interMcMillan, Ricky Melton, national trade negotiations latDarren Miles,
er this year in Geneva.
Sheryl Nall, Mike Noel, Jeff
Huddleston also serves on the
Oakley, Beth Outland, Jan Special Investigations subcomOutland, Lisa Outland, David mittee, headed by Sen. Henry
Roberts, Kelly Robinson, Susan M. Jackson, D—Wash., which
Rogers, Sherry Runyon,
has held hearings on the procKevin Shahan, Tom Shupe, ess of negotiations with foreign
Diana Sliger Bobbie Smith, Lisa countries.
Smith, Roger Smith, Teresa
The other senators who will
Smith, Jane Suffill, Pam Swift, attend the conference are
Shea Sykes,
Humphrey, Clifford P Case,
Carol Teitloff. Wynn Tolley,
R—N.J.; William Saxbe, R—
Ann Tutt, Susan Valentine, Ohio; Joseph Biden Jr . I)—
Mark Vinson, Steve Wenger,
Del.; Dick Clark, 0—Iowa, Ted
Larry Watkins, Alison Weaver, Stevens, R—Alaska; and James
Barry Wells, Eli7abeth Whit- Abourzesk, 1)—SD.
mer
Leslie
Wilferd, Joanne
Williams, Kelly Williams,
Cheryl Willis, Debbie Wilson,
(Ceatiased from Page D
Terry Workman.
collected
from local residents
Seventh Grade—Jo Ann
and
allocated
to the aid
Allbritten, Jill Austin, Shaun'
Baker, Keith Black, Ann Clark, programs, was approximately
Laurie Crass, Timmie Cook, $3,638,000, as against the
Doug Crafton, Suzanne Corn- 15.273,000 received.
The state as a whole was also
well, Sherry Crawford,
on that basis. Its
Denise Curd, Debbie Darnell, ahead
Doralina Darnell, Lisa English, payments, for the 1595,000,000
Kathy Fenton, Marion Garland, received, came to $410,000,000.
Thus, for every $1 of aid, the
Joey Grasty„ Terry Grogan,
Greg Garfield, Frank Gilliam, cost was 69 cents, exclusive of
matching funds. .
Gregg Garland,
Just how much money will be
Kent Harmon, Tim Harrell,
Andy Harrell , Donnal forthcoming from Washington
Harrison, Delores Honchul, in grants-in-aid from now on is
uncertain. The new budget
Marilyn Howard, Bruce
Horning, Claude Johnson, Gina proposes eliminating about 70
specific
programs
and
Jones, Karen Jackson,
Michelle Kelly, Craig Klein, replacing them with "special
Linda Knight, Bill Ligon, Greg revenue sharing," notes The
McReynolds, Jon Noffsinger, Conference Board.
Julie Peebles, Craig Redden,
Tammy Rice, Michael Russell,
Loris Rushing, Scott Scarbrough, Laura Shinners, Datum
Shipley, Mark Spencer, Mickey
Spann, Michael Stinson, David
Story, Belinda Suiter, DeAnn
FRANKFORT, Ky. — In a
Thornton,
move aimed at easing an exBob Thurman, Kim Tibbs, pected gasoline shortage,
the
Greta
Timmerman, Share Kentucky State Police have
Toon, Lisa Watson, Bill Watson. begun operating their
vehicles
at reduced speeds on the highway.

Honor Roll...

Local Aid ...

B.B. HOOK stands in his yard which was awarded the June Yard of the Month by the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's Club.

Hook Yard
Gets Honor
For Month
June Yard of the Month
honors have been awarded by
the Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club to the
residence of Mr. and Mrs. B.B.
Hook, Jr., of 1704 Parklane
Drive.
One of the most striking
features of this lawn is the attractive patio garden visible
from both the first and second
floors of the interior which
contains ornamental gourds,
burfordi holly, dusty miller,
and caladium plants.
Also edging the patio are beds
of shrubs including mahonia,
Chinese holly, burfordi holly,
and yucca surrounded by
pebble gravel and intersprersed
with decorative Tennessee
stones, driftwood, and red
begonias.
In front of the patio wall on
the east side of the house Hook
has arranged rows of colorful
annuals including petunias,
salvia and cannas. Additional
beds filled with zinnias,
marigolds, and wild ferns
surround the rear patio adding
color to this portion of the yard.
Serving as an attractive focal
point for the entranceway near
the north east corner of the
espaliered
house is an
pyracantha. A row of Scotch
Plums along the rear of the lot
sod cooe of cypress trees along
the south side, plus numerous
trees in both the side and rear
yards, complete the landscaping
of this attractive,
carefully maintained lawn. all
of which was designed and
planted by Mr. Hook.

BRUCE LEE

State Police Cars
Bruce Lee Appears
Now Driving Slower
In Concert at UTM

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Federal State Market News
Service June 19, 1973
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes Nine
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act, 606 Est. 1,000
Barrows & Gilts 50 mostly 75
lower Sows mostly 50 lower.
US 1-2 200- lbs. $38 75-39.25
US 1-3 200-..'lbs. $38.25-38.75
US 2-4 2 260 lbs
$37.50-36.25
US 3-4 ,• • 280 lbs
137.00-37.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $32.50-33.50
US 1-3 350-650 lbs. $31.50-32.50
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. $30.50-31.50
few at $30.00.
Boars 127.5042.00

Bruce Lee, virtuosso accordionist of Murray, appeared
in concert at the University of
Tennessee at Martin last week.
The audience, mostly music
honor students from West
Tennessee, heard renditions of
State Public safety Com- Wolfgang Jacobi's "Divermissioner Ron I. Johnson, who tissement," and Joel Brickissued the order, said that all man's "Prelude," both original
state police vehicles -will hen- compositions for the accordion.
ceforth be driven at speeds of 1) Lee's closing selection was
miles-an-hour below the posted Bach's "Itallensch Konzert."
speed limits on limited aeces.s
Professor Fleming, directory
and regular highways while Oft
patrol or being used for normal of the university band, praised
transportation
the artist, saying "You don't see
that kind of accordian playing
The order does not apply t.
In Tennessee
emergency situations or wher-i
Lee will appear in concert at
the lower speed might impede
Murray State July 24 at 7:30
normal traffic flow, he said.
p.m.
In addition to the impending
gasoline shortage, Johnson also
Free Kittens
cited an anticipated rise in fu')
Free six week old kitten.s may
costs as the reason for issuin.;
be obtained by calling 753-2669
the order

Rediscover Kentucky

Wife Of 72 Years Gives
Advice To June Brides
By Helen Price Stacy
"I'll say this much. Any two
people who live together as long
as we did stay together forever
in spirit."
Mrs. Gordon Henry of
Morgan County was 90 on May
20. Her husband of 72 years,
Joseph Gordon Henry, died last
July 14 at the age of 99.
His death ended a love story
that began more than 75 years
ago. "I'll say I miss him, Lord
have mercy on me, I miss him.
Still, he seems close tome,"
says Mrs. Henry, the former
Miss Frances Yocum.
The Henrys were married
March 6, 1900, but Mrs. Henry, a
tiny doll-like woman, says it
doesn't matter when a couple
marries: "it's who they marry,
whether it's in June or
December."
Speaking with authority, the
woman who was blessed to
celebrate a 77zid wedding anniversary, advises young people
today to make sure what they
feel is "real" and not just
"fancy"
"If you love one another,
you'll live a happy life; if you
don't, then it's sure as death you
won't be happy together," she
says.
"Once in a while you won't
agree," she continues. "You
just don't agree on everything
all the time, but the
disagreements will be about
your children and family, things
important to both of you. Me
little
Gordon
had
and
arguments occasionally. He'd
be a little bit hard on bringing
up the boys and I'd sort of take
up for them, but it was for good
all the way around."
She recalls meeting her
husband in a small country
church at Spews Creek in
Morgan County. Her father, the
Rev. W.B. (Preacher Bill)
Yocum was conducting a
revival and during the sermon
she glanced across the aisle at
a handsome stranger. "His hair
was black as coal and those
brass buttons on that blue
uniform. Was he good looking!"
She was 15.
Her future husband had
returned from Fort D.A.
Russell near Cheyenne, Wyo.
where he had been in infantry
military training at about the
time the Spanish American War
began.
In an interview with Mr.
Henry prior to their last wedding anniversary together, he
too recalled the first meeting.
Back in his native Morgan
County, as an army veteran
attending the revival meeting
with a friend, he looked across
the aisle and saw Frances
Yocum. "I turned to my buddy
and told him that some day that
girl would be my wife. Her hair
was black as a crow's wing. I've
loved her ever since," Henry
said.
As a result of a newspaper
article about their 72nd anniversary, congratulations
came from far and near. "A
truck driver who said he lived
all by himself sent us $5 just
because we'd been happily
married 72 years," Mrs. Henry
said "A man out in Texas saw
the story and our picture in a
news paper and painted a
picture of us and sent it to us.
We got more than 300 cards and
letters and I'm still getting
cards We got them from county
judges all over Kentucky and
from people who lived overseas.

We had a letter from Governor
Ford and one from the
President."
Since her husband's death,
she especially enjoys frequent
visits from her children, Jim
Henry in Michigan, Clay Wade
Henry in Indiana, Mrs. Lennie
Thomberry and White Henry,
both of Morgan County. A son,
Winfred Henry, makes his home
with his mother and helps care
for her as he did his father.
Summing up her advice to
newlyweds, Mrs. Henry says:
"Don't ever let Jealousy come
between you. Divorce was
never named between us. He
never got mad and left home
and neither did I. I thought too
much of him to do that.
Sometimes you will have
disagreement, but it won't
matter if you love one another."

Trooper
Island
Gets Gift
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kentucky's State Association of
Elks has presented $3,500 to
Commissioner of Public Safety
Ron Johnson for Trooper
Island.
The bulk of the contribution,
$3,000, is to be used for construction of a recreation hall at
the summer camp for underprivileged boys operated by
the Kentucky State Police. This
amount has been donated each
year for the past five years to
build the fund necessary for the
construction.
The remaining $500, raised
from the sale of bumperstickers, will be used for
general operating funds.
The check was presented by
Joe P. Gaines and Ronald S.
Barbour of Frankfort. Gaines is
a state trustee of the Kentucky
State Association of Elks.
Barbour is Past Exalted Ruler
of Frankfort Lodge No. 430.
Trooper Island, which was
founded in 1965 by the Kentucky
State Police, is located on 32
acres at Dale Hollow Reservoir
in Clinton County. It accomodates approximately 400
boys each summer with 40-45
attending the camp each week.
Campers range in age from 11
to 15 and are selected by state
Troopers.
Trooper Island is chartered
as a non-profit organization and
is operated solely through tax
deductible donations. Other
contributors include the Kentucky Optimist Club, Travellers
Protective Organization and
Kentucky Bankers Association.

Nixon • . •
(Continued from Page 1)
to a further easing of world
tensions.
One of the major goals of the
summit is an agreement to accelerate strategic arms limitation talks (SALT) now under
way in Geneva.
Nixon presented Brezhnev, a
fancy car buff, with a 1973 dark
blue Lincoln Continental with
all accessories. On his visit to
Moscow last year, Nixon gave
the Soviet leader an American
Cadillac. The new Continental
will be delivered to Brezhnev
after he returns home to
Moscow.

Court Judge John J. Sirica and
Sirica, without further explanation, scheduled a hearing
for today.
In anotrier development, the
White House began supplying to
the Senate committee and to
Cox logs of meetings between
the President and Dean.
Copies of these logs, made
available to The Associateu
Press, show that Nixon had
only one substantive meeting
with Dean last year, more than
two weeks after the President
told the public that an investigation by Dean had cleared all
administration employes of involvement in the wiretapping.
The meeting on Sept. 15 was
attended by H.R. Haldeman,
then the presidential chief of
staff. That same day seven
men were indicted in the case.
Published reports say Dean recalls Nixon and Haldeman were'
"all smiles" at that meeting,
and that the President gave
Dean congratulations which
Dean interpreted as praise for
a successful cover-up.
The logs show Nixon met
with or talked to Dean 37 times
this year when the Watergate
scandal was heating up. The
first meeting was Feb. 27, a
day before acting FBI Director
L. Patrick Gray III began to
tell the Senate Judiciary Committee about Dean's interventions in the original Watergate investigation. The last was
April 22, eight days before
Dean was fired.
Deputy White House Press
Secretary Gerald L. Warren
also confirmed that the White
House has dropped its claims of
a "double privilege" that would
prevent Dean from testifying.
Nixon once said Dean was covered both by executive privilege as a White House staff
member, and by lawyer-client
confidentiality as the President's official lawyer.
Committee Chairman Sam J.
Ervin Jr., D-N.C., also indicated the White House has
given up trying to prevent testimony on grounds of national security. Ervin said the committee would decide for itself
whether any questions are out
of bounds on that score.
In other Watergate developments Monday:
—Haldeman's lawyer, John J.
Wilson, said the former White
House aide has moved his family from Washington to a rented
home in Newport Beach, Calif.
—Lawyers for Army 1st Lt.
William Caney Jr., convicted of
murdering 22 Vietnamese civilians at My Lai in 1968, formally
asked the Military Court of Appeals to compel the government
to turn over any material from
a secret White House investigation of the atrocity. News reports said former presidential
adviser John D. Ehrlichman ordered White House agents to
question witnesses and participants in the My Lai slayings in
late 1969 and early 1970. His reported aim was to determine
the authenticity of news reports
about the massacre.
—Rep. Paul N. McCloskey
Jr., It-Calif., postponed for a
week Monday a scheduled
House speech on possible impeachment of President Nixon,
saying it
be inwould
appropriate during the summit
talks.

Kentucky Float
To Minneapolis
FRANKFORT, Ks Kentucky will be seeking to
repeat its first place winning
efforts of last year with its 1973
entry in the "Parade of States"
float competition at the United
States Jaycees convention.
Kentucky's entry will be
among the 51 in the line of
march on Wednesday, June 27,
in Memmeapolis, Minn. This
year's float is dedicated to the
Blue Grass state's Bicentennial,
to be celebrated throughout
1974.
A huge Bicentennial shield
revolves in the center of the
float. At the back is a tree
draped with roses and two lifesize reproductions of horses. A
Kentucky Jaycee member, his
wife, and three other Jaycee
wives will ride the float.
The float was constructed by
Tony Ballato of Designs
Unlimited, Louisville.
Positions of Jaycees state
organizations in the parade are
determined by competition
throughout the year. Points are
accumulated by the states
based
on
membership
programs
conducted by
Jaycees on a state-wide level
and other criteria. Announcement of the line-up is
made at the opening session of
the convention.
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